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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of these pages wi 11 be to examine the liter-
a ture, a study of which will mf; ke it possible to deter wine 
principles to be applied in the te~ching of B language to 
those foreign to it. As a means to discovering these princi-
ples it is proposed that ? n investig:> tion be conducted on the 
general subject of l2ngu~ge. This investigntion will be 
carried on through consideration of five questions: 
I. What is the origin of language? 
2. Is language necessary to thought? 
3. Is lntelligence dependent upon language ability? 
4. Does imitation in language function r.s an instinct 
or as a conditioned reflex? 
5. Is langu~ge 2n Prt or a science? 
The answers to these questions will be discovered by 
considering the judgments presented in the writings of ;nen 
who h~ ve spent a Ia rge part of their lives in studying this 
very subject. First there will be considered the views and 
opinions of pioneers in the field, men who wrote in the earl) 
years of the present century of even earlier. Here will be 
found such nnmes os Vihitney, Muller, Palmer, Gouin, Jesperser 
and Sapir. Following this the contributions of contemporary 
2 
writers will be considered. Among these will be found such 
nrmes as Dimnet, Langer, Whorf, Laird rnd Pei. &.sed on the 
total accumul<:tion of llll'terial conclusions will be drawn 
which will indicate the principles to be enunciated. 
:r;educed to practical terms it is to be hoped th<t the 
principles to be discovered will answer among others such 
questions as the following: 
1. When should foreign languc.ge instruction begin? 
2. Should instruction be by the direct method or by som 
modified form thereof? 
3. Should the teacher be nPtive to the lrnguage being 
taught or should he be of the same nationality <'nd bsck-
ground as his students? 
4. To wh:::t extent should studial capacities be exploit-
ed in foreign language teaching? 
5. Should <>ural presentation of subject n12tter precede 
visu2l or vice versa? 
It is with a view to discovering how much they will con 
tribute to answering these and other questions thrt this 
study proposes to consider the various volumes tW king up the 
liter:1ture on the genenl subject of lcnguage. There lll2Y be 
disappointments and surprises but it is confidently hoped 
that the results will be positive, helpful and eminently 
profitable. 
CHt\PTER II 
ORIGIN OF !J\NGUAGE 
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As we 2pproach the study of the psychology of language, 
there are a number of philosophica 1 r nd psychologica 1 con-
sider:cltions th3t challenge attention. Not the least of 
these are the following: 
(1) Wh1:t is the origin of language? 
(2) Is language necessary to thought? 
(3) Is intelligence dependent upon longu2ge ability? 
(4) Does imitation in language function as an instinct 
or as a conditioned reflex? 
(5) Is langu:;ge an art or a science? 
The first of these problems has been the subject of 
much thought by a number of writers, notably Muller, Whitney, 
and Jespersen. In order, however, to understand what these 
three have contributed to the field of langu~ge, it is 
necessary to consider the theories which preceded their 
study and stimulllted them to undertake their own research. 
First, there is the onomll topoetic theory to which Muller 
jocularly attached the title of the "bow-wow theory." This 
theory states in substance that speech originated as primi-
tive mlln, in order to represent other forms of existence 
to his fellows, referred to these other forms of existence 
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by imit~ting them with his vocal apparatus. ls P result a 
dog was a bow-wow; P. cow, a moo; the sheep, a ba~; the roost-
er, a 9ock; a cuckoo, R cuckoo; a whip-poor-will, a whip-poor 
will. 3Lnilarly the wind whistled, the pines sighed, wro ter 
root sounds, numerous other words were formed and thus 
language developed. Muller objects strenuously to this 
theory • .!1 
Though there are names in every language 
formed by mere imitation of sound, yet these 
constitute a very sma 11 proportion of our 
dictionDry. They 2re the playthings, not the 
roots, of language, and any attempt to reduce 
the most common and necessary words to imitative 
root ends in complete failure. Herder himself 1 
after ~ving most strenuously defended this 
theory of Onomatopoeia , as it is ca !led, and 
hnving offered for the best essay on the origin 
of language, renounced it openly tow8rd the 
latter years of his life, and threw himself in 
despa ir in to the arms of those who looked upon 
language as miraculously revealed. VIe cannot 
deny the possibility that a langu~ge might have 
been formed on the principle of imitation; a 11 
we say is that as yet no 12 ngua ge ~ s been dis-
covered that was so formed. An Englishmrn in 
China, seeing a dish placed before him ='bout 
which he felt suspicious, and wishing to know 
whether it was a duck, said, with rn interroga-
tive accent, 
Quack, quack? 
He received the clear and straightforward answer, 
Bow-wow! 
.!1 Max Muller, Lectures on the Science of ll:ngu;cge, Chas. 
scribner & sons-,-New--York,-New York:; 1862-; p. 3"4!'l-ff. 
"This, no doubt, was as good as the most 
eloquent conversation on the same subject be-
tween an Englishman and a French waiter. But 
I doubt whether it deserves the name of language. 
"Thus the word cat, the German katse, is 
supposed to be an imitation of the sound made 
by a cat spitting. But if the spitting were 
expressed by the sibilant, that sibilant does not 
exist in tbe Latin catus, nor in cat, or kitten 
nor in the German kater. The Sanskrit marjara, 
cat, might seem to imitate the purring of the cat; 
but it is derived from the root mrij, to clean, 
marjara meaning the animal that always cleans 
itself. 
"Many more instances might be given to 
show how easily we are deceived by the constant 
connection of certain sounds and certain mean-
ings in the words of our own language, and bow 
readily we imagine that there is something in 
the sound to tell us the meaning of the words. 
'The sound must seem an echo to the sense.• 
·~ost of these Onomatopoeia& vanish as soon 
as we trace our own names back to Anglo-Saxon 
and Gothic, or compare them with their cognates 
in Greek, Latin, or Sanskrit. The number of 
names which are really formed by an imitation of 
sound dwindle down to a very small quotum if cross-
examined by the comparative philologist, and we 
are left in the end with the conviction that though 
a language might have been made out of the roaring, 
fizzing, hissing, gobbling, twittering, cracking, 
banging, slamming, and rattling sounds of nature, 
the tongues with which we are acquainted point to 
a different origin." 
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Whitney~ on the other hand, supports the onomatopoetic 
theory as may be seen in the following: 
Onomatopoeia is raised to the rank of a 
vera causa, attested by familiar fact; and 
nothing that is not so attested - for example, 
~ William Dwight Whitney, The Life and Growth of Language, 
Appleton, New York, New York, 1875, pp. 278 ff. 
the ::cssumed immediate intellectual significance 
of a rticu late combinations - has the right to 
stand as a causa at all; but it rests also in 
prrt, 2nd in the mrin part, on the necessities 
of the case, as inferred from the whole trace-
able history of speech and its relation to 
thought, its use and its value. Here is just 
the other support which it needs: no account of 
the origin of langu~'ge is scientific which does 
not join directly on to the later history of 
language without 8 break, being of one piece 
with that history. 
"But, in the second place, it mry at first 
seem to some thB t there is a break in the 
history; for why do we not still go on to mr> ke 
words abundantly by onomatopoeia? A moment's 
thought will show the baselessness of this ob-
jection. The office of onolllil topoeia was the 
provision, by the easiest attainable method, 
of the me<> ns of mutua 1 intelligence; in pro-
portion, then, as it became easier to make the 
same provision by another method, the differ-
entiation and new application of signs already 
existing, the primitive method went into com-
parative disuse - as it has ever since con-
tinued, though never absolutely unused. 
"Bow-wow is a type, a norlJll; 1 example, of 
the whole genus 'root.' It is a sign, a hint, 
that calls before the properly prepared mind a 
certain conception, or set of related conceptions: 
the animal itself, the act, the time and other 
circumstances of hearing it, and what followed. 
It does not rnenn any one of these things exclu-
sively; it comprehends them a 11. It is not a 
verb, for that adds the idea of predication: 
nor is it ~ name: it may be put to use in either 
of these two sense. What it comes nearest in 
itself to me~ning is 'the action of barki~g' --
just that form of abstraction into which we now 
most natura lly 8 nd properly cast the sense of a 
'root. • 
"iv!en began, not with parts of speech which 
they Efterward learned to piece together into 
sentences, but with comprehensive utterances in 
which the parts of sppech lay Ps yet undeveloped, 
sentences in the germ; a single word signifying 
a whole statement, ? s even yet sometimes with us: 
only then from poverty, as now from economy." 
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Sapir.!/ objects to this theory and says: 
""uc h words as 'whippoorwi 11, ' 'to mew, ' 
'to caw' are in no sense natural sounds that 
man has instinctively or auto!lllltically repro-
duced, They are just as truly creations of the 
human mind, flights of the human fancy, as any 
thing else in language, They do not directly 
grow out of nature, they are suggested by it 
and play with it. Hence the onomatopoetic 
theory of the origin of speech, the theory 
that would explain all speech as E gradual 
evolution from sounds of an imitative char-
acter, really brings us no nearer to the in-
stinctive level that is language as we know 
it today, As to the theory itself, it is 
scarcely more credible than its interjectiona 1 
counterpart. It is true that 2 nu;uber of 
words which we do not now feel to have a sound-
imitative value can be shown to have once had 
a phonetic form that strongly suggests their 
origin as imitations of natural sounds. Such is 
the English word 'to laugh.' For all th:ot, it 
is quite impossible to show, nor does it seem 
in tr ins ica lly reasonable to sup pose, that more 
than a negligible proportion of the elements 
of speech or anything at a 11 of its forllllll 
a ppa ra tus is derivable from an onomF• to poetic 
source. However much we mzy be disposed on 
genera 1 principles to assign a fundamenta 1 im-
portance in the languages of primitive peoples 
to the imi ta tion of natura 1 sounds, the a c tua 1 
fact of the mztter is that these languages show 
no pa rticul? r preference for imitative words. 
Among the most primitive peoples of the aboriginal 
America, the Athabaskan tribes of the Mackenzie 
River speak languages in which such words seem 
to be nearly or entirely absent, while they are 
used freely enough in languages as sophisticated 
as English and Ger!lllln, Such an instance shows 
how little the eseentia 1 nature of speech is 
concerned with the mere imitation of things , , , 
, l;lnguage is a purely human 8nd non-instinctive 
method of conununica ting ideas, emotions, and 
desires by means of a system of voluntarily pro-
duced symbols. 
---- -- ------ - --- ---- ·-
7 
.!1 :Sdward ;:>apir, l;lnguage, Harcourt Brace, New York, New Yor , 
1921, pp, 5-7. 
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A second theory as to the origin of language is the 
inter j ec t~ona l theory, nicknamed the pooh-pooh theory, a c-
cording to which language is derived fro~1 instinct1.ve ejacu-
lations called forth by pain or other intense sensations or 
feelings. The n dheren ts of this theory generally take these 
instinctive ejaculations for granted, without asking about 
the way in which they have come into existence. . 1/ JJl rw 1.11-
however, in ThE!__Expr_ession of the_~~~tions, gives Purely 
physiological reasons for some interjections, as when the 
feeling of contempt or disgust is accompanied by a tendency 
"to blow out of the mouth or nostrils, and this produces 
sounds like pooh or pis h." According to this theory, 3 grin, 
when anyone is startled or suddenly astonished, there is an 
instantaneous tendency, likewise from an intelligible en use, 
namely, to be ready for prolonged exertion, to open the mout 
widely, so as to draw 2 deep and rPpid inspiration. When 
the next full expiration follows, the mouth is slightly 
closed, and the lips from causes hereafter to be discussed, 
are somewh~ t protruded; and this form of the mouth, j_f the 
voice be at 211 exerted, produced -- the sound of the vowel 
o. Certzinly a deep sound of a prolonged o"fl! may be heard 
from a whole crowd of people immediately ~fter witnessing 
any astonishing spectacle. If, together with surprise, p2 in 
be felt, there is a tendency to contract all the muscles of 
the body, including those of the face, and the lips will 
.!.1 Charles I)l rw in, 
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then be drawn back; end this will perhcps ncconnt for the 
sound becoming higher and Pssuming the character of Ah! or 
Ach! 
Of this theory, Mullerl/ states: 
·~nd so we find mll ny philosophers, ?. nd 
among them Condill~c, protesting against 2 
theory which would place ri!Rn even below the 
animnl. Why should.mnn be supposed, they say, 
to have taken 2 lesson from birds 2nd beasts? 
Does he not utter cries, ~nd sobs, 2nd shouts 
himself, BCCording as he is rffected by fear, 
pain, or joy? These cries or interjections 
were represented as the natura 1 and rea 1 be-
ginnings of humlln speech. Everything else 
wrs supposed to have been elaborated ;;fter 
their model. This is what I call the Inter-
jectionrl, or Pooh-pooh, Theory, 
"Our r nswer to this theory is the sa me 
as to the former, There are no doubt in every 
l2ngu2ge interjections, and some of them may 
become tra di tionr 1, r nd enter into the compo-
sition of words. But these interjections are 
only the outskirts of rea 1 lPnguage. I.angm ge 
begins where interjections end. 
"As to the attempts at deriving some of 
our words etymologically from mere interjec-
tions, they :Jre r.pt to fail from the same 
kind of misconception which leads us to imr-
gine tbat there is something expressive in the 
sounds of words. Thus it is sa id "thr t the 
idea of disgust takes its rise in the sense 
of smell and taste, in the first instance 
probably in smell r lone; tba t in defending 
ourselves from a bad smell we are instinct-
ively impelled to screw up the nose, and to 
expire strongly through the compressed and pro-
truded lips, giving rise to B sound represented 
by the interjections faugh! foh! fie! From 
this interjection it is proposed to derive not 
only such words as foul and filth, but, by 
transferring it from natural to moral2version, 
the English fiend, the Germnn Feind.' 
]:1 Muller, op, cit., pp, 366-369. 
If this were true, we should suppose that the 
expression of contempt was chiefly conveyed by 
the aspirate f, by the strong em iss ion of the 
breathing with half-opened lips. But fiend 
is a participle from~. root fian, to hate; in 
Gothic fij~n; and as a Gothic aspirate alwr,ys 
corresponds to a tenuis in Sanskrit, the same 
root in Sanskrit would at once lose its express-
ive power. It exists in fact in s~nskrit as 
pity, to hate, to destroy; just as friend is 
derived from a root which in S2.nskrit is pri, 
to delight." 
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Whi tney.!l gives no consideration to this theory c t ::: 11. 
He does say, s upp lemen ta ry to his a dv::: ncemen t of the bow-wow 
theory: 
"The humrn capacity to which the production 
of language is most directly due is, as has been 
seen, the power of intelligently, and not be 
blind instinct alone, adapting me8ns to ends. 
This is by no means 2 unitary capacity; on the 
contrary, it does not belong to the linguistic 
student to unrrvel end explain, :::ny more than 
to the student of the history of civilization 
in its other departments; it fa lls, rather, to 
the student of the human mind and its powers, 
to the psychologist. So also with F 11 the 
mental capacities involved in lnnguage, the 
psychic forces which underlie th~ t practica 1 
faculty, and which, being by it brought to con-
scious action, ?redrawn out rnd trrined end 
developed. The psychologist hrs a work of high-
est interest rnd importance to do in analyzing and 
exhibiting this ultim2te groundwork, on which have 
grown up the great institutions thrt ;lli3ke msn wh<t 
he is: lzngur.ge, society, the arts of life, m?chin-
ery, art, end so on; and in tracing the history 
of education of the hunk~ n powers in connection 
with them; nnd his Pid Fnd criticism must be every-
where of great vr lue to their student. And this 
is most of all the case with regFrd to lr.ngurge; 
for language is in zn especial r.1tnner the incor-
porrtion rnd revel8tion of the acts of the soul. 
Out of this relation has grown the error of those 
who look upon linguistic science as a branch of 
.!1 Whitney, o~. ~-~·!·• pp. 275 ff. 
psychology, would force it into a psychologic 
mould and conduct it by psychologic methods: 
8 n error which is so refuted by the whole view 
we have taken of language and its his tory 1 that 
we do not need to spend any more words upon it 
here, l;l ngu3 ge is merely that product and in-
s tru~nen t<> li ty of the inner powers which ex hi bits 
the1n most directly and most fully in their vr,ri-
ous modes of action; by which, so far as the 
case admits, our inner consciousness is exter-
nalized, turned up to the light for ourselves 
<1nd others to see and study. 
• , 1/ d ,~ . th. t. 
"'' p1.r- ec J.C res :1.n :LS connec 1011: 
"Interjections are among the least import<Jnt 
of speech elements. Their discussion is valuable 
mainly because it can be shown that even they, 
avowedly the uerrest of all language sounds to 
inst5.nctive utterance, are only superficially o:f 
an instinctive nature. There i:; no t8ngible evi-
dence, historical or otherwise, tending to show 
that the ;nrss of speech elements end speech 
processes has evolved out of the interjections. 
These are~ very s!Wll ~nd functionally insigni-
ficant proportion of the vocabulary of l?.ngu:cge; 
at no time and in no linguistic province th<tt 
we have record of do we see a noticeable tendency 
towards their el>::boration into the prim::·ry warp 
and woof of language, They are never more, at 
best, than a decorative, edging to the ample, 
complex fabric." 
2; Jespersen discusses this theory as follows- : 
"The r dheren ts of this theory generally 
take these interjections for granted, without 
asking about the way in which they hr•ve come 
into existence. ~rwin, however, in The .Ex-
pression of the Emotions, gives purely physio-
logical reasons for some interjections, as when 
the feeling of contempt or disgust is 8ccompa nied 
by :: tendency 'to blow out of the mouth or nostrils, 
and this produces sounds like pooh or pish.' fga in, 
'when r·nyone is startled or suddenly astonished, 
there is an instantaneous tendency, likewise from 
an intelligible cause; namely, to be ready 
__ __1_<>.r:. _pr_()}_<~nged exert ion, to open the 
2:/ Sapir, op. cit. 
11 
~/Otto Jespersen, L~nguage, New York, New York, 1925, pp,26 
29. 
mouth widely, so as to draw a deep 2nd rapid 
inspiration. When the next full expiration 
follows, the mouth is slightly closed, and the 
lips from causes hereafter to be discussed, are 
somewhat protruded; and this form of the mouth, 
if the voice be at all exerted,produced ••• 
the sound of the vowel o. Certainly :c deep 
sound of a prolonged Oh! may be heard from a 
whole crowd of people immediately after wit-
nessing any astonishing spectacle. If, together 
with surprise, P'' in be felt, there is a tendency 
to contract a 11 the muscles of the body, includ-
ing those of the face, and the lips will then be 
drawn back; and this will perhr,ps account for 
the sound becoming higher and :1ssuming the ch<•racter 
of l.h! or Ach! 
To the ordinn ry in;l:er jec tion2 1 theory it may 
be objected that the usua 1 interjections are 
abrupt express ions for sudden sens~ tions and emo-
tions; they are therefore isol2 ted in relation to 
the speech ma terirl used in the rest of the !Pn-
guage. 'Between interjection and word there is 
a chasm wide enough to allow us to say that the 
interjection is the negation of lE ngua ge, for 
interjections 2.re employed only when one either 
cannot or will not speak. 1 (Benfey Oesch 295). 
This 'chasm' is also shown phonetically by sounds 
which are not used in 1? ngu< ge proper, voiceless 
vowels, inspirztory sounds, clicks, etc., whence 
the impossibility properly to represent them by 
means of our ordinz ry a lphc bet: the spellings 
pooh, pish, whew, tut are very poor renderings 
indeed of the nr tura 1 sounds. On the other lv nd, 
many interjections are now more or less conven-
tionP lized and are le" rn t like any other words, 
consequently with P different form in different 
languages: in pnin a Germ2n 8nd? Seel<nder will 
exclaim >'U, a Jutlander aus, a Frenchmen ::1hi and 
an Englisnman oh, or pernaps ow. Kipling writes 
in one of his stories: 'That wn is no Afghan, 
for they weep "Ai! Ai!" Nor is he of Hindus tan, 
for they \Veep "Oh! Ho!" He weeps after the 
f£ s hi on of the white men, who say, "Ow! Ow!"' 
In nddition, it should not be forgotten thr t inter-
12 
j ec tions sometimes develop from other words rather tm' n vice 
versa, for example consider such A;aericanisl,1S as zttaboy, 
Bravo hot do hurrah ou-tell-em or the French pa rbleu. 
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Muller offers 2 further objection to the ono!11l2 topoetic 
and interjection<' 1 theories and he v ing offered it, advances 
his own theory, his phonetic or as others h:c ve c8 lled it, th 
ding-dong theory. He declares.!/: 
"There is one more re!11l2rk which I h2ve to 
111l2ke about the Interjectiona 1 2nd the OnornP to-
poetic theories, namely this: If the consti tu-
ent elements of human speech were either mere 
cries, or the mimic king of the cries of nature, 
it would be difficult to understand why brutes 
should be without language. There is not only 
the parrot, but the mocking-bird 2nd others, 
which can imitate most successfully both ;;rti-
culate and inarticulate sounds; and there is 
hcrdly an anin1Pl without the faculty of utter-
ing interjections, such as huff, hiss, baa, etc. 
It is clear also that if what puts a perfect 
distinction betwixt man and brutes is the h">vlng 
of genera 1 ideas, language which arises from 
interjections and from the imitation of the 
cries of animals could not claim to be the out-
ward sign of that distinctive faculty of mnn. 
A 11 words, in the beginning at least (and this 
is the only point which interests us), would 
have been the signs of individual impressions 
and individual perceptions, and would only 
gradually have been adapted to the ~xpression 
of general ideas. 
"I.a ngu? ge and thought are ins epa ra ble. 
Words without thought "are dead sounds; thoughts 
without words are nothing, To think is to speak 
low; to speak is to think a loud. The word is 
the thought incarnate. 
"How can sound express thought? How did 
roots become the signs of genera 1 ideas? How 
w~ s the a bs tract idea of measuring expressed 
by ma, the idea of thinking by man? How did 
ga come to mean going, stha standing, sad sit-
ting, da giving, mar dying, char walking, h"<lr 
doing? 
.!/Muller, op. c~., pp. 369-385, 
"I shall try to answer as briefly as possible. 
The 400 or 500 rodlts which rem2in as the constitu-
ent elements in different families of langurge 2re 
not interjections, nor are them imitations. They 
r.re phonetic types produced by a power inherent in 
humsn n2ture. They exist, as Pl2to would say, by 
nBture; though with Plato we should add thrt, when 
we say by nature, we mean by the h8 nd of God. 
There is a lrcw which runs through nearly the whole 
of nature, tlwt everything which is struck rings, 
Erch substance has its peculiP-r ring, We can tell 
the more or less perfect structure of Met?ls by 
their vibrations, by the ~nswer which they give, 
Gold rings differently from tin, woods ring 
differently from stone; &nd different sounds are 
produced according to the n~ ture of e:>ch percussion, 
It was the same with m2n, the mostly highly org2nized 
of nature's works, Mlln, in his primitive Pnd per-
fect state, wBs not only endowed, like the brute, 
with the power of expressing his sensations by 
interjections, B nd his perceptions by onomr topoeir • 
He possessed likewise the fr-culty of giving more 
articulate expression to the ra tiona 1 conceptions 
of his mind, Th:o t fa c u 1 ty was not of his own illP k-
ing. It was an instinct, an instinct of the mind 
as irresistible as any other instinct. So far as 
langu8ge is the production of tlv t instinct, it 
belongs to the realm of nature. Man loses his 
instincts as he ceases to want theia, His senses 
become fa inter when, as in the case of scent, 
they become useless. Thus the creative faculty 
which gave to eFch conception, as it thrilled 
for the first time through the bn in, a phonetic 
expression, became extinct when its object was 
fulfilled. The number of these phonetic types 
must have been almost infinite in the beginning, 
and it was only through the same process of 
natura 1 e lim ina tion which we observed in the 
eflrly history of words, that clusters of roots, 
more or less synonymous, were gradually reduced 
to one definite type. Instead of deriving lrn-
gua ge from nine roots, like Dr, Murray, or from 
one root, a fen t actually accomplished by 2 Dr. 
Schmidt, we must suppose that the first settle-
ment of the radical elements of langu:cge was 
preceded by a period of unrestrained growth, -
the spring of speech-- to be followed by ~ny 
an autumn. 11 
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This theory so elaborately phrased and expounded Muller 
afterwards abandoned, "wisely," Jespersen declares, and if 
it is to be supported as the exclusive explanation of the 
origin of language, one readily seconds Jespersen's judgment. 
A fourth theory has been suggested, namely, Noire's 
theory of respiration <nodified by muscular effort, or more 
conveniently the yo-he-ho theory, which he explained by ca 11-
ing attention to the f::ct that under any strong muscular 
effort it is a relief to the system to let breath come out 
strongly and repentedly, and by tbat process to let the 
vocal cords vibrate in different ways; when primitive acts 
ere performed in common, they would therefore, n[:. tura lly 
be accompanied with some sounds which would come to be asso-
ciated with the idea of the act performed and stand as n 
n2me for it; the first words would nccordingly 1aean some-
thing like "h.,ave" or "haul." 
A fifth theory is suggested by Watson's Psychology from 
the ::.tandpoint of a Behaviorist. This may be called the 
theory of accident. It does not attempt to displace any of 
these other theories but rather to supplement them. 
One is told that the sm<' 11 child learns to spe8 k ~ 
oreign language much more easily than his parents because 
11 the sounds of that foreign language are still iE his 
voca 1 repertoire. 
They have not yet been discarded as ;:, result of their 
being of no use to him in his own language nor ba ve they 
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become atrophied as a result of his giving greater practice 
to the sounds which he must employ in his own lGngu~ge. He 
has mr:de such sounds merely for the fun of the thing as he 
might try any other physical stunt which it might come into 
his head to try. ::lome sounds he has repe2 ted because of 
their difficulty and his consequent ple<,sure in the accom-
plishment of something difficult. Hithout wishing to P.ppear 
to support a recapitulation theory of instinct, one neverthe-
less ventures the suggestion that primitive !lll'n may have 
done this very thing and that ceca s ionr lly r. given sound mr y 
hnve been uttered simultaneously with the experiencing of an 
experience, the intensity of emotion F ccomp< nying which 
c<: use sound and experience to be ins epa ra bly ~ nd ever Ia s t-
ingly linked together. 
Wa tsonY declares, concerning the e<.r ly Ia ngua ge habits 
of children: 
"Voca 1 ~ c ts or h& bits, however numerous they 
rna y be, do not beco;ne la ngu<: ge habits until they 
become associc ted with arm, hu1d «nd leg activi-
ties n nd substi tutr ble for theill. This probably 
accounts in ~ better way than nny hypotheticG 1 
chGnge in braia structure for the rel~tively 
late putting on of language he bits. As long 2 s 
the child remrins in its crib or in the ar;as of 
its mother, or hr s the whole household to wait 
upon it a .1d 2 n tic ipa te its needs, there is no 
necessity for it to develop l<.ngucge. 1f we 
exa,uine the bodily habits of any child just 
prior to the beginning of true Ir.nguz.ge hzbits, 
we find th<>t it can respond appropriately to 
hundreds of objects and situation:o, for example, 
to its doll, bottle, blocks, rattle and m~ny other 
things. Its environment is becoming complex. Ab-
brev:ia tecli and short-circuited actions beCOl:le rc 
necessity if. it is to hold its own in that environ-
Hen t '' nd m< ke progress. 
1/ J. B. Watson, Psychology from the t..tandpoint of 2 Behr.vior 
ist, Lippincott co;--;--PhiFdelphia & London, 1929, pp:-340-341. 
"Let us give ~ partially hypothetic~ 1 illus-
tra tlon of the WRy true language habits grow up. 
We will suppose that for some rer son or other a 
child's toys are laid away and covered up. What 
does he do in such a situation? Essen tiB. lly what 
the a nilll81 does when it is hungry. The child be-
gins genera 1 restless movements rmong which nre 
movements of the langu2ge structures as shown by 
its lll8 king "aimless" voca 1 sounds. His thr08 t 
form2 tion at tb;:l t stage of growth is of such a 
character that a particular sound is uttered fre-
quently (let us say "ta ta" for illustr:o: tive pur-
poses). ae beg ius to utter this sound as he 
roams about. The attendant, knowing the child's 
range of toys and the frequency with which he 
plr.ys with a certain one, predicts thr t 2n old 
r2g doll is sought. <>he finds it, h8.nds it to 
him and says, 'Here's your ta tr. • ' Repe2 t this 
process long enough and 't2ta' will:clways be 
used for rag doll and will 2lways be spoken when-
ever the doll is sought. This process is, of 
course, repeated again and 2 gain in the course of 
a d2y. The word ge1s tied up with the act of seek-
ing the doll. In this way baby words grow up PS the 
first genuine form of true langu:cge orgznizations." 
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It does not seem unreason? ble to suppose that z. p~ rt of 
our l:"ngu8ge originated in this way. Primitive man in his 
dealings with his comprnions lacking 2 sound with which to 
express his conception of ? desired thing used some sound 
other than those n lrea dy :> pplied to other items in his ex-
perience. His companions guessed at the object of his de-
sire whenever he made that sound until z t last the sound 
came permcnently to be associated with thzt object. 
f:. further clue as to the origin of lRngu<.ge at least so 
far as vocabulFry is concerned, is suggested by Whitney.!/ in 
his dec lR rr.. tion tha t: 
"The hum2n capacity to which the production 
of lPngurge is most directly due is, ns hr-s been 
seen, the power of intelligently, and not by blind 
instinct zlone, adapting means to ends." 
..... 
-. 
Appleton and Company, New York, New York, 1875. 
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If one is to suppose that man's humanity as distin-
guished from his brutality lies in his possession of reason, 
in his being not merely a ;112chine but <. lso r m<>chinist, it 
is quite <· bsurd not to conceive of his using his intelligence 
consciously in the development of his method of conllilunica ting 
with his fellows, and not merely of his having used it soon-
er or 1a ter but from the very beginning of his linguistic 
ex per ienc e. 
But where does this all lead? Is one not in the s:.:;ne 
case with him who 
" • • • • 
About it 
Came out 
went." 
heard great argument 
and about, but evermore 
by the same door wherein I 
Not necessarily. To be sure, no one of the theories 
a lone a deq ua te ly expla ins the origin of human speech; but 
may it not be true that in combination they nm y have a ccom-
plished this result. For example, there are still many ono-
ma to poetic words in the language seems to justify the claim 
of the bow-wow theory to a share in the process. :::.imilarly 
the pooh-pooh, the ding-dong and the yo-he-ho, theories may 
give a little light. The theories of accident and of in-
vention also m.ake their contributions. All of these working 
together and the last slowly but surely working towards the 
minimizing, if not the complete e lim ina tion of the others 1 
resulted in the coming into being and the developr~ent of 
human speech. 
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It is difficult to verify one's theories. Jespersen 
suggests au inductive method of reaching some conclusion as 
to the or igiu of 1::: ngua ge. He proposes to inves tig::: te 
(1) the language of children, (2) the l:::nguage of primitive 
tribes and (3) the history of language so f::.r as we have 
means of tracing lt. He announces as the result of his study 
that primitive la ngu<:ge must be in];"lgined as consisting 
chiefly at least of very long words, full of difficult sounds 
and sung rather th~,n spoken. 
Much as one would be tempted to linger over this inter-
esting question as to the origin of language, one will bet-
ter consider even though briefly the practica 1 application 
of his findings to the problem of teaching a given l~nguage, 
say English, to those foreign to it. In view of the fact 
that each theory as to the origin of language nlfly have some 
element of truth, the obvious principle to be derived is 
the principle of multiple line of approach. The special 
function of this principle is to weld the others into a con-
sistent whole, to harmonize any contradictions and to answer 
many of those perplexing questions whlch have engaged the 
a ttentiou of students of the theory and practice of language 
tea c bing for a number of years. 
A few of these questions are suggested herewith: "How 
is habit-forming consistent with interest? How can we com-
bine a study of phonetics with a study of orthography'? How 
can the development of our spontaneous capacities with th~t 
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of our studial capacities be combined? now C8n the principle 
of accuracy be observed end yet combined with other principleE 
which are seemingly in conflict with it - such as the in-
hibition of the powers of ana lysis and synthesis? How cc:n a 
keen appreciation of the classica 1 or literary style of com-
position be fostered, and yet concentrrte on the simple and 
the colloquia 1? The principles of gradation c nd of order of 
progression seem to reveal inconsistencies when they are com-
pared with each other; there is more th<:n a seeming incon-
sistency between the process of unconscious 8ssimilation and 
the principle of concreteness. Translation is destructive, 
or is often considered so, of the power of 'thinl•ing in the 
foreign l.P.nguage,' and yet it is suggested that the student 
should do translation work and at the same time tr8in himself 
to think in the foreign language • . . . In reality is 
proficiency in the use of language acquired by the processes 
of reading and listening? 
"Without the principle of the multiple line of approach 
there are only two wrcys of settling these and a 11 similar 
questions. One is to adopt one a 1 ternE tive, rejecting the 
second; the other is to effect a working compromise between 
the two. Ought one to read intensively or extensively? 
"Read intensively," says one. "No, read extensively," says 
another; and the compromiser comes a long and says, "Read 
neither very intensively nor very extensively." ;;;ha 11 one 
translate or shall we banish translation? "Translate by 
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a 11 means," sr ys one. "B<lnish trans 1a tion," says ~.not her; 
and the comprOl•liser srys, "Tr2nsla te a little occasionrlly, 
but do not be over-nice or particular." Llrillwork or free 
work? The compromiser suggests something between the two, 
mechanical enough to destroy naturalness, and free enough 
to encourage accur2.cy. ::ihrll one memorize sentences, or 
sha 11 one construct them? The compromiser suggests thr t 
one should aid memory by doses of mental synthesis, in fact 
just enough to prevent the laws of .ue>•lOrizing from operating 
The principle of the multiple line of approach suggests 
a third and better procedure. Instead of accepting the one 
and rejecting the other, instead of adopting the middle 
course which frequently militates against the success of 
either extreme, thi:::; principle says, "Adopt them both con-
currently, but not in one and the same operation. At times 
read intensively; at others read extensively. At appropri-
ate moments, and for specific purposes, make the fullest use 
of a 11 sorts of translation work; at other moments, ::nd for 
other specific purposes, banish tr~.nslation entirely. At 
times more especially during the early stages, let there be 
an abundance of all drill-work; later, but not before the 
student is perfectly ripe for it, let us introduce free 
work; and then let the two types alternate. ;\t certH in 
moments, more especially during the early stages, let the 
memorizing of sentences be carried out on a most extensive 
seale; at other moments, as a distinctly separate operation, 
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let us cause the student to perform exercises in construct-
ing correct sentences himself." 
This principle suggests the ina dv isa bi li ty of tryiilg to 
kill too wny birds with one stone. It not only Joes that, 
it goes farther and adcts:"Find the right stone to kill the 
right bird," and "It is often advisable to kill one bird 
with more than one stone." There are m;;ny different wr.ys of 
teaching a difficult point in graliliilllr, a curious form of 
construction, or of causing the student to discrLaina te be-
tween two things which ought not to be confused. In these 
and in a 11 s imil8 r cases, there is no rea son why severn 1 
methods should not be used concurrently; they need not be 
strictly co-ordinated. The cmnula tive effect of approaching 
the difficulty from different and independent angles will 
certainly secure the desired result. duperficia 1 2nd rapid 
work on most points plus intensive and thorough work on 
certain essentia 1 specific points will generally ensure a 
well-assimilated whole. Either of these methods will tend 
to correct any disadvantages attached to the other and will 
be complementary to the other. The high degree of accuracy 
which results from intensive work will tend to spread by 
contagion to that portion of the work which must necessarily 
be done in a more s urmlli1 ry fashion. 
The principle, while it under lies a 11 other, leaves 
the door open for new devices, new methods, and improvements 
on the old ones. It leaves us free to welcome and to adopt 
a 11 sorts of innov<; tions, provided sue h innovations are 
likely to prove of value. 
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Here is one example of wb<l t mo y happen when we do not 
sufficiently realize the importance or the scope of the 
ninth principle. 
The teacher of English moy consider that a certain 
amount of theory is useful and helpful; he mry consider it 
necessary to explain 1111 manner of things to students - how 
certain sounds are formed, how certain verbs are conjugated, 
why certain constructions must be used; he moy consider it 
his duty to give information on hundreds of doubt::'ul or 
difficult points. And he is often perfectly justified in 
doing so; explanations of the right sort and given at the 
right moment are indeed valuable. 
This same teacher considers also th:::.t mony opportunitie 
should be given of hearing English spoken, in order to train 
his student's powers of observation and of semontic associ-
ation. This also is good and reasonable; passive audition, 
unconscious or ::>ero~i-consc ious ass imila tion, iinmed i:l te under-
standing r.nd expression, are processes the value of which we 
have always ins is ted upon. 
But this teacher, too anxious to kill two birds with 
one stone, combines the two forms of work: he says, "I hr. ve 
a number of difficult things to explain, and I will explain 
them in l>nglish; the student will therefore have a double 
gain.' The student, however, unless already very 
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considerably ::.dvanceJ, i3 not a gainer but~ loser; he fails 
to understand the explanation, and in his efforts to do so 
he f"'ils to adopt the proper receptive attitude tow<rds the 
a c tur. 1 1::: ngua ge mB ter ia 1. 
Of course the question arises: How is the teacher who 
knows nothing of the student's native l:::nguage to 1;mke any 
explanation except in English. The following 2. nswer is 
offered: (1) Teach ns much as possible by example rather 
than by precept. (2) Postpone as long 2s possible those 
things that are difficult of explanation; i.e. avoid the 
presentation of rna. ter in 1 requiring the use of the s tudia 1 
capacities until the students have acquired 2 sufficiellt 
vocabulary to understz.nd the expl:::nation in simple orr.l 
English. (3) Let the instruction involving such explann-
tions, if they must be given, come after one or two years 
of previous instruction given by a nll'.n native to pupil's 
mother tongue, or let there be such a nll:.n to act as assistan 
to the regul~r teacher and to come on perhrps one day "' week 
to clear up difficulties that mBy have <:rise••· 
One shoul<.l however resort to such::. p1·ocedure as ra·rely 
as possible and should aim further to iilini.nize the 2mount of 
instruction about English given otherwise th~' n in ..,;nglish. 
For F,fter all, the oim is to bring the student as e&rly as 
possible to the poiilt where he can get a 11 his instruction 
through the medium of the English language. It is only as 
they offer a maximum contribution to the a ttc iihlent of this 
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ultinmte gosl that 2ny ;nodifications of the direct method 
c~n be justified. 
A second principle which recommends itself ss a result 
of the study of origins is the principle of ear before eye. 
This implies, prinmrily, ora 1 instruction without written or 
printed texts during the initial stages. This is a principl 
almost universally viol2ted. To nhst extent such violntion 
is justified wy be~ subject for argument. Palmer 
dec 1::> res,.!./ 
"We must set out to sharpen our powers of 
receiving r,nd retaining knowledge co;nmunicated 
to us orally. This mPy be difficult; we have 
become so accustomed to acquiring in:f:orm.a tion 
from the written word via the eyes th2t we feel 
very bewildered • nd incapable when deprived of 
this medium. We hear a foreign word or sentence, 
and this auditory impression is such 2· rapid 2nd 
transitory one that we feel th:. t we c2 nnot poss i-
bly retn in it in our memory; we feel that we re-
quire at least one good look at the word so that 
we mr.y hereafter reproduce in our ii!l8gination the 
v1ritten form. But we must resist this tendency; 
we must discipline ourselves to forego this 
artifici2l aid to memory, for ear-me;aory cannot be 
cultivated while we are visur. lizing. If we truly 
des ire to tr. p the no tura l 1<. nguz ge-len rning ener-
gies we must obey nature; we mns t tr~ in 2nd drill 
our ev rs to do the work for which they were in-
tended. If we mz ke up our minds to train our 
ears to be efficient instruments we can do so; a 
little patience, a little practice, and we sh<:<ll 
snre ly regain the power that we h:e ve allowed to 
elapse." 
Theoretically one must ngree with him. The practical 
question which to some people 11111y seem to be involved is 
.!./ H. :s. PBlmer, Principles of 12nguage Study, World Book 
Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1921, p. -182. 
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whether 1 in the short tilile at our disposa 1, one can nJ.r ke 
enough progress with the student by this method to assure 
him of a sufficient understnnding of and familiarity with 
this language to carry on his study in other subjects than 
English as such. C.n the processes of nature be short-cut 
in the case of the individua 1, ten or twelve years of whose 
life is already passed into the :lges? And, furthermore, is 
there not justification in so doing? 
The adoption of Professor P~ lx.1er 's suggestion would re-
quire at least one import2nt readjustraent in the d«ily 
schedule of the school day, viz,: instead of requiring hl:lf 
or three qu~.rters of an hour spent in the cl:lssroom in the 
,<;nglish Conversation lesson and another half hour or r11ore 
spent outside in study of his textbook daily, one should, 
using no textbook, require twice as ri~<·ny classroo1a periods 
of English conversation, which, though it illight not be such 
a bad pl:ln, nevertheless might involve serious administra-
tive problems, 
It may be suggested that there should be a great de~ 1 
of experimentation here. It does see"1 extremely desirable 
that one should give at least a hl:lf year's worl< to instruc-
tion without any text whatever in the student's hands. 
Granted that the problems of organization and a dminis tra tion 
are considerable, time spent on their solution should pay 
off in the English classes. 
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CH&..Pl'ER III 
Ib NGUI'.GE AND THOUGHT Prl.OCE;:>GE5 
Turning now to the second question: "Is langun ge 
necess2ry to thought?", one once more finds a divergence of 
opinion. Concerning the re 12 tionship of 18 ngu? ge to thinkin 
Whitney declares.!/: 
"Out of the same close relation grows 
a not her P nd a far grosser error, that of a c tu-
a lly identifying speech with thought and reason. 
This, too, we mr,y take as sufficiently refuted 
by our whole argument; nothing but the most im-
perfect comprehension of language can account 
for ~ blunder so ra dica 1. The word rea son, to 
be sure, is used so loosely, in such a variety 
of senses, th.1 t unclear thinker and i llogica 1 
8rguer can comparatively easily become confused 
by it; but no one who attempts to enlighten his 
fellow-men on this class of subjects is excusable 
for such inability to grasp their most fundamental 
principles. l.Pnguage is, upon the whole, the most 
conspicuous of the manifestations of man's higher 
endowments, ~.nd the one of widest and deepest 
influence on every other; and the superiority of 
mn n 's endowments is vaguely known as rea son --
and th~ t is the whole ground of the assertion 
of identity. There are many faculties which go 
to the production of speech; and they h2ve other 
modes of w nifesta tion besides speech. And we 
have only to take the most normr lly endowed 
human being and cut off !1 rtif ic ia lly the n venue 
of a single c 1~ ss of sensuous impress ions, those 
of hearing, and he will never have any speech. 
If speech, then, is reason, reason will have to 
be defined as a function of the auditory nerve." 
Of course, Whitney is using the word speech very loose-
ly in this section. l.Pnguage is more th2n merely uttered 
.!.1 Vlhitney, op. cit., p. 280. 
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speech. The deaf and dumb person can be taught to read ~nd 
write and even to perform the motions of speech. On the 
other 1m nd, it is senseless to suppose that a deaf and dumb 
child not so "Uught, is incapable of thinking or even of::: 
certain degree of reason. Yet it llll'Y :::lso be noted that 
those not so taught are incapable of the higher thought 
activities. 
Concerning this same point, ;;,apir..!./ declzres: 
"In the first place, it is well to observe 
that whether or not thought necessitates sy;nbol-
ism, that is speech, the flow of language itself 
is not always indicative of thought. 
"The writer, for one, is strongly of the 
opinion thnt the feeling entertained by so iil<.ny 
that they can think or even reason, without lzn-
guage is an illusion. The illusion seems to be 
due to a number of factors: (1) the failure to 
distinguish between im<l gery and thought. as u 
matter of fact, no sooner do we try to put 2n 
image into conscious relation with :;nother than 
we find ourselves slipping into a silent flow 
of words. Thought may be a natural dom:;in apart 
fro;u the artificial one of speech, but speech 
would seem to be the only road we know of that 
leads to it. A still more fruitful source of 
the illusive feeling that languuge m;:~y be dis-
pensed with in thought is (2} the common failure 
to rec.lize that language is not identica 1 with 
its auditory symbolism • • • • The modern psy-
chology has shown us how powerfully syr.1bolism is 
at work in the unconscious mind. It is there-
fore e:;sier to understand at the present ti,ne 
th8 n it would have been twenty years a go tha t the 
most rarefied thought may be but the conscious 
counterpart of an unconscious linguistic syra-
bolism. 
"We must not imagine that a highly developed 
system of speech symbols worked itself out before 
1( Sapir, op. cit., p. 17. 
the genesis of distinct concepts and of thinkil1g, 
the handling of concepts. We must rather imagine 
that thought processes set in, as a kind of 
psychic overflow, almost at the beginning of 
linguistic expression; further, that the concept, 
once defined, necessarily reacted on the life of 
its linguistic symbol, encouraging further lin-
guistic growth •••• The birth of a new concept 
is inva r i::: bly foreshadowed by a ;nore or less 
strained or extended use of old linguistic 
materi2.l; the concept does not attain to indivi-
dua 1 and independent life until it h<.s found a 
distinctive linguistic mi" ter ia 1 ::: lrea dy in exist-
ence in ways mapped out by crushingly despotic 
precedents. As soon as the word is at hand, we 
instinctively feel, with so~1.ething of a sigh of 
relief, til& t the concept is ours for the handling. 
Not until we own the symbol do we feel th8 t we 
hold a key to the immediate knowledge or under-
standing of the concept. \'iould we be so ready 
to die for liberty, "to struggle for ide:, ls," 
if the words themselves were not ringing within 
us? And the word, as we know, is not only a key; 
it r!l<l y also be a fetter." 
ill\rry E. l?Jlmer.ll decl8res: 
"A child of two or three years of age can 
use the spoken language a ppropr ia te to his age, 
but what does that child know of reasoning? And 
what is its standard of intelligence? ~\ot enough 
to cause it to realize or understand that two and 
two make four. And yet that child observes with 
a mcrvellous degree of accuracy raost of the cma-
plica ted laws governing his mother-tongue. .il..nd 
the savr.ge. By definition he is unintelligent, 
he has never learnt to think logically, he h~•s 
no pov1er of abstraction, he is probably unaware 
thB t such n thing as 18ngu~ ge exists; but he will 
faithfully observe to the finest details the COl<J-
plexities (phonetic, grammatical, ~nd sera::·r;tic) 
of his ',;;avage' language. He will use the right 
vowel or tone in the right place; he will not 
confuse any of the dozen or so genders with 
which his l:::nguage is endowed; a 'savage' lan-
guage (with an accidence so rich that Latin is 
by comparison a language of simple structure) 
will to him be an instrument on which he plays 
.!IPa lmer, op. cit., p. 37. 
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in the \ll?.nner of an artist, s rwster: <·nd we 
are speaking of so low 8 n order that for him 
that which is not concrete has no existence!" 
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Of course, a 11 th:" t this tells us is tha t there can be 
la nguP ge without thought, it does not state whether there ca 
be thought without language. 
Ernest :Jimnet.!.l in his A r !__()f T'!_:i,.!!_lti_ng declares tha t 
one does not think in the L'1 ngua ges but in images. He says: 
"f 11 c.ve can say is: (1) Thn t most of ou1· 
men t8 1 operations are ins epa ra ble fro;~ il:'li' ges, 
or are produced by irooges. Vie do not differ 
in this from the dear animllls near us. (If 
anybody does not realize that 8 dog's br2in 
registers nn encyclopedin of images, sounds ::nd 
odors as large as a dictionary ~nd far better 
remembered, the dog's behavior will be entirely 
unintelligible). (2) Th:ct those imoges closely 
correspond to wishes or repulsions, to things 
we want or do not want, so that this wanting or 
not wanting seems to be the ultinll'te motive 
power in our psychology, probably in connection 
with elementary conditions in our being. (3) 
That inevitably, people will reveal in their 
thoughts and speeches, in their outlook on life 
and in their lives themselves, the quality of 
the irna ges filling their minds. Investigation 
and estimation of these images, together with 
investigation and estimation of our likes and 
dislikes, will tell us what we <:re worth morlllly 
more accurately than even our actions, for they 
are the roots of 2ction. 
·~~ie F. re confronted with in8 ges, ims ges, 
~nd 'TIOre iiitFges. Abstractions, being the product 
of imll ges, inevitably rec:! 11 them. It is d iff i-
cult to think of history without visualizing 
great w.en or some great period, 8nd I doubt if 
we C3n nention science Ylithout remembering fr.mous 
experiments. Few words, surely, <•re lls spiritur;l 
as the word Truth, but when we hear it mentioned, 
we associ<:te 1.t either with some instance of 
.!_!E. :Jimnet, The Art of Thinking, :>imon 2.nd :::.chuster, New 
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devotio~l to tr:.J.th, or with so:.-.1e P'·rticl~l[;I' 
search Ylhich s.:lr~I-ces us re81ize the bev.uty of 
tr•.1th, MnC: once iUore, definite contingencies 
<'eappear. Heedless to point out how closely 
associated v.'ith figures even geoi.i1etry is. iJ..s 
for logic, :l t men ns nothing if it is not pro-
nouncing on congruousness or incongruity. 
Why shoulu it not be the congruousness or i:l-
congruity of tYJO iillZges or clusters of im~:ges, 
nccompanied by an Zlbstr<:ct statenent? in :i'~ct, 
we '-ire constr.ntly conacious that it is so. 
John Dev;ey.!./ however, ir: his ~row He Thin!:, gives the 
c len:;: impress ion that tho;;.ght if not n bsolu tely de pender: t 
upon l2nguage, is l2rgely conditioned by it. He s::\ys: 
"When it is snid that thinking is impossible 
without lDnguzge, we must recnll that lr,ngu<:ge 
lnc ludes much more than orr: 1 2 nc1 ·;Jr::.. t te:..1 speech. 
Gestures, pictures, monuments, visu~l iJ.anges, 
f inge:t.· movements -- s nything consciously e!~lployed 
z-s 2 sign is, logically, langua.g~. To s~:y tm:t 
la ngur. ge :cs necessary for thinking is to say 
th8 t signs are necessary. 
"It is indispensable for <. ny high develop-
ment o::' thought tlw t there should be inteutiona 1 
signs. t.>peech supplies the requirement. Gestures, 
sounds, written or printed for1.1s, :::re strictly 
physicn 1 e~:istences, but their native v::~lue is 
in ten tionJ lly subordinated to the V8 lue they a c-
quc;.re as rcpresentn tive of me<enings. (i) 'l'he 
direct 2nd sensible va l;;.e of fn int sounds 2-nd 
minute 8ttention is not distracted fro~ their 
representative function. (ii) Their production 
is under our direct control so thz: t they may be 
produced when needed. When we can ~ ke the wo:.:d 
roin, we do not have to wait for some physical 
:.::orerunner of rain to ca 11 our thoughts in th<. t 
direction. We c8nnot make the cloud; v;e cz.n 
~ ke the sound, and n s ::: token o:Z meaning the 
sound serves the purpose as well as the cloud. 
(iii) .P.rbitrn<·y linguistic signs r.re convenier.t 
anC: easy to i<lr<~1r>ge. They are compuct, portable, 
and delic2 te. P.,s long as we live we hl'ell the; 
and modification by the iilUSc les of throat <l nd 
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mouth of the ·volume and quality of the air 
are sir.1ple, easy, and indefinitely co.1trollable. 
Bodily postures and gestures of the hand and a r1.1 
are also employed as signs, but they are coarse 
and unmanageable compared with ,,1odific~tioas of 
breath to produce sounds. No wonder th:o t ol·a 1 
speech has been selected as the n~in stuff of 
intentions 1 ::: nd in te llec tun 1 signs. ;;,ounds, 
while subtle, refined, and easily modifiable, 
are trsnsitory. This defect is met by the 
system of written and printed words, a ppe2 ling 
to the eye. Litera scripta m::net. 
"The suggestion of meanings hy n8tural 
signs is limited to occasions of di1·ec t contact 
or vision. i3ut::; meaning fixed by a linguistic 
sign is conserved for future use. Even if the 
thing is not there to represent the me<: ning, 
the word may be produced so as to evoke the 
1uea ning. Since intellectua 1 life depends oa 
possession of .8 store of meanings, the importance 
of language as a tool of preserving i:1ea uings 
cannot be overstated. 
"To be able to use the p;;st to judge and 
infer the new and unknown implies that, a 1 though· 
the pnst thi1~g l13s gone, its 1neaning abides in 
such a wr.y as to be npplicable in determining 
the c:~racter of the new. Speech forms are our 
great carriers: the easy-running vehicles by 
which r,1er:n:i.ngs are transported ::'rom experiences 
that no longer concern us to those that are a a 
yet dark n nd dubious. 
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Whn t sh3ll Ol•e say in the face of a 11 this discussion? 
Is it or is it not true that one cannot think without 
la ngu2 ge? While one is inc lined to a p·ee ·;;i th cia pir n nJ 
Dewey, never the less pres en ted here n re t>~o thoughts for 
the reader's co.G.sider8tion. In an individu~-- l's experience 
there have been moments of feeling, if not o::' 2ctu::>l con-
ceptur. 1 thinking, experiences impossible to put i~1to words, 
feelings suggested by ~, twilight hour on the bonks of ~ 
little creek in the Canadian country:,;ide, or <on evening-time 
in n n old fashioned Q:<lrden in Fra nee or by a sunset on the 
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Sea of Gl! lilee, feelings of regret, of hope, of longing, or 
of aspiration which could not be expressed in words, yet 
which impressed themselves upon his consciousness as deeply 
as if they had been the results of a half hour's fellowship 
with Plato or K;:!nt. Perhpas the very fact of their indefi-
niteness would lay them open to the chErge of not being 
genuine thoughts, and if sue h a charge is :mil de, perhaps no 
attempt at refutation should be made. On the other hand, 
here is an a ddi tiona 1 phenomenon to consider! There have 
been times when an individua 1 finds his thoughts travelling 
so far ahead of his words (even silently uttered) that when 
he has finished, he is unable to reca 11 them since they had 
not taken verba 1 form. Of course, this would seem to bear 
out Dewey's suggestion that a sign preserves a me?ning. But 
it does not invalidate the c 1:? im th~ t there was a meaning to 
be fixed before there was a sign to fix it. 
There is just one further consideration which ;Jlly h2ve 
--some bearing on the problem. In the teaching of certain 
gramllll'tical principles, the use of shPll and will for exam-
ple, the instruction has been through the nedimn of exercise 
with blanks to be filled with the proper form. The teacher 
has previously given out certain counsels and is endeavoring 
to llpply them to 8 specific problem. He h8s perhflps the 
following sentences in which blanks are to be filled with 
sha 11 or will: 
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1. you lo;; n r.te your pen, 1lr. ;.;:.lith? 
I Sde you 3g<1in? 
3. v:e do as you s8y becnuse we trust your good 
j udgm,rm t. 
4. No one leave the roo.;~ without per:aission. 
5. Mr. Jones come again on Frid~ y Ol" you 
see hi~1 nm7? 
The teacher's own response to these questions is almost 
inst8ntr.neous even in ghe case when they ~ppear inn strange 
textbook, But y;hen he endeavors to train the students to 
solve the difficulties, by endeavoring to lead the,n a long 
the path he has tr::1veled, and finds hiJ;tself under the 
necessity of using words in the process, he discovers hir.t-
self to be tremendously slowed up. As ::.npir says, the word 
is not a key but " fetter. Nor is the retn rda tion propor-
tiona 1 to the difference between the amounts of time re-
quired respectively in the or2l 8nd the silent phrasing of 
the thoughts, In thinking for himself he has lec.ped over 
the b2 rr ier of la ngun ge; in thinking for his students, he 
labor ions ly climbs over it. 
He ex11mines the first sentence, '~h~t kind of sentence?' 
he aske himself aloud; and he answers, "Interrogative."' His 
spoken self-questioning then proceeds as follows: 
Q. When one has found what kind of sentence one has, 
what is the next step? 
.1\, Discover the person of the subject. 
Q, What is the subject in this sentence? 
A, You. 
Q. You is what person? 
a. Jecond, 
Q, In 2n interrogative sentence, if the subject is 
second person, what is the guiding principle? 
~ .• Use the a uxilin ry form expected in the answer, 
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Q. How does one know what form is expected in the answe ? 
A. It will depend upon whether the person 2nswering 
wishes to express volition or mere futurity. 
Q, Will the speaker be attempting to express any form 
of volition? - determination? 
A. Yes, consent. 
Q. But what v1ill be the person of the subject in the 
answer? 
A. The subject will be I -- first person, 
Q, When the subject is first person and volition is 
to be expressed, what auxiliary is used? 
A. Will. 
Q. Then what is the correct form for this example? 
A, Will. 
Now he did not use a 11 these words in his own dia gnos i 
of the situation, Jid he think without language or with it? 
But, supposing he did not use language in his own solution, 
could he ever have come to find a solution v:ithout language 
if he h8d not first learned to find it with language? Or, 
again, is not the fact that one goes to so much trouble to 
put thought processes into speech for1as in order to lead 
others into the same processes a proof of the dependence of 
thought upon language? 
The discussion of the relationship between l:cnguage 
and thought produces two more principles to guide the 
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language teacher, The first of these is the pr lnc iple of 
the direct 1nethod in the early stages of instruction, The 
second is the principle of caution in the use of the pupil's 
studia 1 caprJcities, 3y studia 1 capacities are meant those 
cnpacities for learning which find expression in work re-
quiring (1) conscious efforts of attention, (2) genuine 
thinll:ing, (3) reflection, (4) exercise of one's reasoning 
powers. The person who exploits only his s tuciia 1 ca pr; cities 
in learning <> foreign language proceeds SOdewha t as follows: 
He learns rules in order to become proficient in analy-
sis and synthesis; for the same purpose, he memorizes the 
exceptions to the rules, He becomes (or hopes to become) 
an expert in pulling words to pieces and in reconstructing 
them from roots and affixed, in sentence-ml1king and sentence-
breaking, He learns chiefly by eye, and expresses himself 
chiefly by the pen-p·2sping hand, Indeed, he becomes so 
proficient in converting the spoken into th,a written form 
that he cannot understand or retain the foreign words or 
sentences he learns until he has converted them into an 
imilginary written form which, in his ir,J<'.ginatlon, he reads 
off word by word. Similarly, he finds hic1Self only able 
to express himself by dint of reading~ loud the sentences 
which he is constructing bit by bit by a complicated process 
of 'mental writing,' He aims at beco::,ing (and often does 
beco1ae) expert in converting one language into another by 
a process (unknown to nature) called translating, His 
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accuracy is gained by rapid conversion of words fro.;l one 
inflected ::'orm to another; nominatives into accus«tives, 
singulars into plurals, infinitives into participles. Hn 
att<;ches gre2t L11portance to ety;nology, and the time he 
rnight spend in associating words VIi th their rnefl nings is 
often devoted to Vlorking out the family tree of J:oreign 
\VOl:'ds. He spends little time in fiading out whr: t 1aesnings 
the natives attach to their words and for~I1S 1 but .much time 
in ldenti::'ying the units of etymology and in tracing them 
rro~n one 1'-<ngu~;ge to anothel"• 
This does not necessarily imply that the student is 
2 h;::::ys doing the ·;;rong thing, nor that his methods are 
always bad ones; Yie ;aerely observe that he used (or is 
taught to use) a 11 manner of studia 1 methods at the expense 
of spont<;neous ones, and that, in so doing, he uevelops 
his studial capacities of language-study 2.t the expense of 
his spontaneous ones. 
There are three distinct services wh~ch studir 1 cap: ci-
tles render us: (1) They enable one to learn the ~rt:..:'icial 
(2) 'They open the door to a 
I~nowledga of the ;cwre 2esthetic literary forms of the 
language - poe try 1 Orn mn, great prose fiction and esse~ y. 
In the accompL.shment of these ends they will be o::' great 
value. Since the foreign student is prepariag to usa not 
only spoken English but also written English, as welles 
letting printed English be a tool for the acquisition of 
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knowledge of other subjects, it is of extrm:1e importance 
that one uses his studial capacities in r•ttaining the result 
desired. The point to be borne in mind is that one should 
first have given him a fair amount of ora 1 work ln v1hich he 
utilizes nnd even develops his spontaneous capacities. 
The artificial element in writirrg is particul~rly evi-
dent when one considers that us ny if not most orthographic 
systems are in contradiction to the spoken form of the 
langu2ges they claim to represent. English spelling is an 
excellent case in point; its divergences fro:1 the actual 
language are so numerous and so great th? t it "li' y be said 
to possess two distinct languages, the spoken and the 
written. To learn 2nd to apply the arbitrary laws 2nd con-
ventions which serve to bridge the gap between the two re-
quires capacities of observation and reasoning of a special 
order, essentislly studial. 
Finally, the supre;ue function of studia 1 capcccities in 
teaching English to foreign students in their native land 
is in the administering of corrective courses. .Jue to a 
number of causes, r.mong them instruction by a native teacher 
\'lith only a partia 1 1'\i'lstery of English, or due to instruc-
tion by a foreign (English or ~merican) teacher uninfor,ned 
as to the psychology of languc.ge teaching, a large number 
of the students have acquired improper habits o'" study and 
use of Snglish. 
Wh8t are some of these bad habits? V/h2.t are the most 
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ch3 ra cter is tic vicious tendencies which have been encouraged 
by :c:n unsound elementary stage? Some of these are positive, 
others are negative. In some cases the student h:ls acquired 
bad habits; in others he has neglected to ;:, cq uire good ones; 
often the two kinds are complementary to each other. One 
finds, for instance, that he has neglected to train his 
ears, he h3 s not been shown wh3 t to observe nor how to ob-
serve. The consequence is th3 t he is unaware of the exist-
ence of certain English sounds, and invariably replaces them 
by absurd or impossible imitations based on the sounds of 
his mother-tongue •••• l»ck of ear-training will cause 
him to insert ima gin2. ry sounds where there are none . . . 
He h3 s formed the habit of replacing ear-impress ioilS by eye-
L,Jpress ions; he believes what his eyes tell hL:1, and his 
untraiued ears cannot correct the tendency; he has become 
the dupe of unphonetic spellings • • • 
The neglect of his powers of audition will cause him 
to rely absolutely on his powers of visurllzing the written 
form, He will refuse to receive the la nguB ge-,;Ja tter by the 
auditory channel; he will declare with insistence that 
"he cannot learn a word or a sentence until he has seen it 
written"; he will even decline to learn a word except in 
its tradition8l (and probably phonetically inaccur<:te) 
ortbographic form. 
If the elementary course has not provided for the 
development and use of the powers of unconscious assimila-
tion the student will a tteJ.Jpt the hopeless task of passim,. 
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the whole of the I<; ngua ge-ma teria 1 through his limited 
channel of consciousness. He will seek to concer.trcte his 
attention on every sL,1ple unit of which the foreign language 
is co;nposed, and hope the~·eby to retain every one, a feat 
of memory which we know to be i1apossible. He will theTefore 
have formed the h::>bit of deliberately avoiding that natural 
process which a lone will enable him to make effective 
progress. 
He will also have formed the 'isolating' habit, Ylhich 
consists in learning the individua 1 elements of 2 group in-
s tea cl of learning the group as it stands • • •• He will 
have for,ned the habit of word-learning. Hence, ir,stead of 
having at his disposal a number of useful COl•lPOLmdc>, he will 
endeavour laboriously and generally unsuccessfully to build 
up by synthetic process (probably thrt of literal transla-
tion) the word-group which he desires and will probably 
succeed in getting "Do you like to h~ve sor.te coffee?" 
I-1<1 d his elementr,ry course included the system8 tic memo-
rizing of word-groups, this would have become a habit; as 
it is, he has r. cquired the habit of not doing so. 
Sad sementic habits l<~Y also h:ave been for::1eJ. Thr.t is 
to ssy, the student mr.y have trr.ined himself (or even iitr'Y 
hcve been trained) to consider that ezch foreign -,;ord cor-
responds preci::;ely to some word in h::.s om-. language. :c·or 
him (2s for exnmple in the case of the Arz b) our .Snglish 
"bring" is the exact equiv~ lent of c word il"i his own 
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l::nguc:ge th8t mezns both "bring" r.nd "get." 
If transhtion (not in itself a ocd habit) hss been 
C:J rr ied to extremes, ::: nd if the habit of direct a ssoc ia tion 
h:':s been neglected, the student will have formed the habit 
of translating 1aentally everything that he hears or reads, 
and this will be f;; ta 1 to subsequent progress. 
The principle of grrdation m<y h:o1ve beeu faultily ~.p­
plied in different w2ys. The teacher ~i~,y h~ ve considered it 
his duty to oveJ..,-~rticulr te his words, to p::use Jefora e2.ch 
worci, and to speal; under the norma 1 ::;peed of five syll<: bles 
per second. 1n this case tbe student will h<.ve for.ned the 
habit o~· understa nc.i ing no form of speech other tha 11 this 
specialized type. The under-articul~ tec.i speech can only be 
developed by exercise in listening to such speech, <:nJ he 
will not h2ve had this exercise. 
The elei:,entary programme ,n;::y ::-lso h<.ve been drawn up in 
such r. way <: s to preclude the study of irregular fonas. if 
this has been the case, the student, unprepared for irregula,t-
ities, will not know how to deal with thew, <.nd his rate of 
progress will be correspondingly dimiuished when they occur 
in more advanced work. 
It is in correcting such conditions th<t the student's 
studi2l c:::p::::cities m<y advantageously be utilized. The 
student llJUSt be given a course a imiug to replace his faulty 
m::::terial by sound 1aaterial and at replacing his former 
1aethods of study by sound methods. One by one his unsound 
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acquisitions wust be replaced by good hcbits through 
processes unknown to the language-teaching forces of n~ture 
• The student must be shown specific8lly in what respect 
his speech differs frora that used by natives, 2nd he ,aust 
deliberately set to work to correct it item by item; one 
muo; t explain things to him; one ,nus t provide hiHl with charts 
diagra,;~s, and exercises; one must put him through courses of 
drill-work, and all these things will require his careful 
and even concentrated zttention. Une l;mst also te8ch hLn 
how to correct his faulty methods of assimilating; one ,,Just 
explain to him why they are faulty and convince him th::t, 
however n:; tura 1 and easy they may seem to him, they ;; re only 
of utility to the learner of pidgin-speech. One must teach 
him how to utilize the sound processes (both spontaneous 
and studial); he will not like to do so, he will constantly 
tend to revert to the processes to which he has beco.,1e 
a ccus tome<.l; one UJUS t react a nci ca u,;e him to react against 
his vicious tendencies. After a time, if fortunate, one 
may succeed in eradicating most of the faulty matter and in 
initiating the right habits of assimilation. 
CH\PTER IV 
INTELLIGENCE AND IANGUA GE ABILITY 
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Ve1•y no tura lly one comes to the third question: Is 
intelligence dependent upon Ianguuge ability? Until very 
recently the spont:cneous rnswer of any educEtor to this 
question would have been "Of course!" He would hr:ve sup-
ported his contention with such arguments as the following: 
(1) Intelligence is a l:l~:n's power to think abstractly. In 
order to thinl> 8.bstractly one lilUst h8Ve ~. m"stery of 12-nguag 
i.e. one ;nus t be 2 ble to think in terr•lS of symbols for thing 
rather than exc Ius ively in terms of things themselves; or 
(2) Intelligence is a H~<"n's ability to carry on s trir;l and 
error process in the solution of a problem imD ;;ina tively 
rather th8n f:ctively. Hence instezd of dealing with the 
things thenselves he dea Is merely with syr:~bols for them -
in other words, he silently uses langu2ge. Or ag2in. No 
one of poor he ngua ge a hili ty is capable of the more involved 
thought processes or of appreciating the results of such 
processes on the part of others. Since, ~s Dewey says, 
"l;lnguage is rc necessary tool of thinking," 2 man with 
poor language ability cannot think intelligently without 2 
fair a mount of 12 ngua ge ability. FinB lly: is it not 
true that those of high intelligence possess :n<lrked facility 
in the use of language both as a consumer's and <.s 
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a producer's good, while those who are of low order of in-
telligence, whose powers of judgment are inferior, are pro-
portionately low in their understanding and use of the spoken 
and printed word. 
The first criticism of this theory lies in a mistaken 
idea of the nature of intelligence. lJoes one as a matter of 
fact have intelligence or intelligences? Is there such a 
thing as genera 1 intelligence? John (:)mith bas a friend who 
finished only the junior high school. On ~ number of sub-
jects, in dealing with which :::>mitb should be perfectly at 
ease, the friend would be helpless. Therefore, Smith is 
more intelligent than his friend. However, should something 
go wrong wi tb bmi tb' s Ford, be could take it to his friend 
and in five minutes the latter could di8gnose and possibly 
remedy {provided, of course, be did not belong to the union) 
the difficulty which Smith might not successfully treat in 
five days. The question resolves itself to this: Hgs one 
the right to attribute greater intelligence to the ability 
to solve problems and form judgments by the use of symbols 
for things than to the ability to accomplish these same ends 
in de2 ling with the things themselves. In recent years the 
use of form-boards and picture tests as well as tests for 
mechanical ability has done much to clarify educators' think 
ing in this connection. 
However, one question rna y be raised at this point: 
Even in the use of purely objective tests oan one be sure 
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that the person tested did not use some language, This 
seems like a return to our previous question, Cu1 one think 
without using language? But it may be of value as suggest-
ing the possibility of their being higher and lower intelli-
gences depending in each case upon the amount of use ,uade 
of language as a tool. 
It is difficult, however, to answer this question re-
garding a so-called 11nintelligent persor. 's use of language 
in an act of thought. The only available data are those 
gained through introspection on his part and these are avail-
able only through his report. If he has been classified as 
being of inferior intelligence, then his tastLnony can be 
of only indifferent value in answering the question. Cer-
tainly the last word in this whole 1.J<itter lws not yet been 
spoken and one ;nust await further experimentation and in-
vestigation, 
Just what principles may be derived froiu this dis-
cussion as a guide in the task of teaching English to those 
to whom it is a foreign language is not eBsy to say, How-
ever, in view of the fact that an individual may be intelli-
gent in fields where things ;themselves rather tw n symbols 
for thehl are dealt with, and since the principle of direct 
method has already been a dva need, it u'Jl; y be suggested here 
th< t the work should begin when the child is young; this 
may be called the principle of an er.rly beginning. 'l;ith it 
must be considered the principle of concreteness. This 
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implies, in grBllllW::r, the repetition of numerous examples of 
the application of a rule rather than, or at lellst before 
the stll ting of the rule; and in se,n;::ntics the teaching of 
new words or ergons by immediate ll<>soci~ tion wherever 
possible. 
A propos of this Ill st it mll y be said thB t thel"e are 
occasiorwlly instances where translation is a greater aid 
to concreteness then direct association or definition by 
context. For exar.1ple: "Une of the things one Must do to 
concretize the difference between I did so, DO r did, Bod 
So did I, is to furnish the student with his respect~ve 
native equivalents." 
Carrying out the principle of concreteness in this dis-
cussion one rn;::y suggest the fol~owing: 
1. Let the example precede or even replace the rule. 
2. Give m~. ny exa onples to each import:: <1 t rule. 
3. When teaching or alluding to the peculiarities 
connected ·.vith nouns, choose as exa,aples the nouns 
which are the na;,~es of w'rious objects actually 
in the roo,n, and in each c2se point to or handle 
the object in question. 
4. \~hen teBching or alluding to the peculiarities 
connected with verbal forms, choose as examples 
verb:o tilf•t c::,1 be acted. 
5. \ihen teachir,g or alluding to the peculiarities 
connected with adjectives, choo:oe as examples 
such words as black, white, large, s;,l<lll, round, 
squPre, etc., and avoid the traditional good, 
bad, beautiful, idle, diligent, etc. 
6. hhen te:::ching or alluding to the peculir..rities 
and se1:mntic v2lues of prepositions choose as 
far as possible prepositions such 3S in, on, 
under, over, in front of, behind, beside,etc. 
7. Choose as many real examples as possible, 
exa1.1ples suggested by present and actua 1 con-
ditions. 
8. In as Jlr•ny cases as possible cause the st;.~dent 
to ;nake active use of any form he has just 
learnt. 
9. Encourage gestures. 
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CWPI'ER V 
IMI"n\.TION IN U\NGlJI' •. GE 1&\liliiNG FUNCTION 
1\S INSTINCT OR CONDITIONED REFLEX 
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There is A fourth question of academic rather than prac-
tica 1 interest in the philosophica 1 Ppproach to the study of 
language. One has been told that an individu~l learns ~n­
guage largely as a result of his instinct of imitation. More 
~ te ly one has been told that there is no sue h thing as an 
ins tine t of imitation, -- that imitation is a conditioned 
reflex. This is to many people a new idea. Yet experiments 
have been conducted which tend to verify it. For example, i 
used to be thought that a child smiled at its mother because 
it instinctively imitated the mother's smile. One is now in 
clined to believe at first that the mother smiles :>t the 
child in imitation of its smile. The way in which the child 
seems finally to Lni tate the mother's smile is somewhat as 
follows: 
One day the child instinctively experimenting in the 
use of its facial muscles, smiles. The mother sees the smil 
and smiles back. The baby smiles again. This occurrence is 
repeated a number of times until :finally the mother's smile 
without having been previously stimu~ted by the baby's smil 
calls forth the smile response from the baby. tc conditioned 
reflex has been established. The writer in playing with 
ersona 11 been able to 
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demonstrate this theory by experiments in which instead of 
smiling at a child whenever it smiled, she merely pinched 
its cheek until finally the pinching of the cheek, when the 
baby was not smiling, elicited the smile response, 
This leaves one question: if imitr,tion is not an lnstin t 
how do snmll children learn so easily by imitating sounds in 
foreign lrnguages which are not present in thel.r own. In 
.. 
other words, if a s:ll<' 11 boy has not mll de the sound of u in 
English, how can he form 2 conditioned ref lex as a resnl t of 
which he does pronounce it in Germ2 n? Of course in the c2 se 
of an older person, one says that by me?-ns of some arti-
fici8l method he acquires the sound in response to one stimu 
lus and then forms a conditioned reflex by which he gives 
that sound in response to a not her stimulus, For example, th 
teacher tells him "t;hape your mouth to say~ and then say 
ee." In response to the stimulus of his teacher's instruc-
tion he attempts the sound and having 1<12 s tered a rendering 
sufficiently accurate to satisfy the teacher's requirements 
" later learns to give it in response to the sight of 2 u on 
the printed page or to the memory of it as previously seen 
or pronounced, This, however, does not 2 pply in the case of 
the srn!lll boy who does not pronounce the sound as the resul 
of some artificia 1 device. At the same ti;ne one is told 
that he cannot ins!_~i!c_!_i_vely imitate it, 
Mr, rlt Twa in.!/ tells of a Christian Cc ience lady, who was 
not a very intelligent exponent of her faith, who after 
1 Mil rk Twa in IDl rper & Bros., New York, 
• 
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having declared th3 t there was no sue h thing as pain, that 
it was only a mental condition, chanced to step on a eat's 
ta i 1. The ca t "yow led." lila rk Twa in innocently ~ sked the 
lady if the cat had a mind. The lady answered, "Cer ta in ly 
not!" Jilrrk then continued his questions as follows: "You 
say there is no such thing as pain? You say it is only a 
condition of the ;nind? You say the cat has no ,nlnd? There-
fore, there being no sue h thing as pain except a :o a conditio 
of the mind, and the c::. t having no 41ind, the cat did not, 
could not, feel any pain. That being the case, why did the 
cat 'yowl'?" 
One finds hiinse lf in much the sa me q u:l nd« ry « s Mark 
Twain, Why does the s1nall boy "jowl" -- at least, why does 
" he pronounce u? As a matter of fact, the question is readil 
" explain::- ble. A 1 though there is no ~ sound in the ~nglish 
language, there is such a sound in the boy's language. iver 
known sound {and a few unknown ones, somebody ,n;;y add) will 
be present in the Siilli 11 boy's repertoire of sounds. As he 
grows older and the constant use of part.Lcular sounds begins 
to shape and ;nodify his speech organs, and the disuse of 
cert::. in other sounds which he h:ls found to h2ve no o.;ocia 1 
value causes these sa me organs to a trophy so far as the 
rendering of those sounds is concerned -- when this happens, 
it beco.11es impossible for him to procluce these sounds at 
first, except by some artificial 111eaus such as has already 
been indicated. However, in his early boyhood he has the 
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sounds in his own (not his native) language and ha does 
learn them in the foreign language throllgh imi ta tlon defined 
as a conditioned reflex and not as an instinct. 
Whether language learning is by a coud i tioned ref lez or 
through pure instinct, thare are i.aportant principles to bear 
in mind in this connection. The first is the priuciple of a 
sound foundation. This principle e:aphz.3iZes the importance 
of the ele;nentary stage in tha process of learning a foreign 
langu2ge. !Jlngu<:ge study is a habit-forming process and the 
important stnge in habit-forming is the elementary stage. lf 
one does not secure habits of accurate observation, ;:apro-
duction, and imitation during the first stage, it is doubtful 
whether one shz.ll ever secure them subsequently. lt is ;:1ore 
difficult to unlearn a thing th2n to learn lt. lf tha 
elementary stage is gone through without due ragard to the 
principles of study, the student will be forced to do things 
which he must subsequently undo; he will acquire hz; bits 
which will have to be eradlcated. If his e&r-training is 
neglected during the ele,,tentary stage, he will replnce 
foreig1.1 sounds by n~ tive ones z.nd in~crt i:..J.trusive sou1~ds 
into the words of the langu:::ge he is le<:ruing; he will beco;ue 
;.1n~ble to receive any but eye-impressio~ls, ~nd .so \~.'ill be-
come the dupe of unphonetic orthographiet>. if he h« s not 
been trained during the elementary stage to cultivate hls 
powers of unconscious assimilation and reproduction, he \'iill 
attempt the hopeless task of passing z.ll the langu::ge-;a« tter 
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through the ch::. nnel of fu 11 consciousness. lf during the 
eleuler.tary str.ge he forms the "isolating h~bit," he \;'ill not 
be «ble to use or to build accur~te sentences. ;1 r. bus e of 
tr<•nslation during the elementary st:::ge will c~u.c;e the stu-
dent to translate :aent2lly everything he heni·s, re::.ds, says, 
or \ .. ;rites. ~d habits of articulztion will couse hir11 to use 
Inngu~ ge o:: an c:rtificiz. lized type • 
.in order to g.tr.rd the student froa for,ain;:; the;;e !JZd 
hz bits, one 11lUS t trs in hi:an to form good one.::;. To prevent 
hi;; using sounds nc tive to his own la ngu<: ge -'.ns te8 <i of the 
correct ~nglish sounds, ona Must give hiill e~ercises in ezr 
training. To prevent his using a litera 1 tr~.nsla tion of his 
own iaio;n or of laboriously arriving at the correct for:n 
through the channel of full consciou;;ness by p:o it>ful process 
of translation, one must teach hLn to think in English. 
This will require first of all eternal vigilr.uce over 
the teacher's own u;;e of the language Bud over thr•t of the 
student. ;;iecond, it will require the con,;tr.Iction and pre-
,;entation of va r io..ts exercises tending to for;n the hn bl ts 
desit.ed. This will require exercises in <:uditory observatio• 
in the pronunc i;; tion of English sounds, in the Lrunedia te 
repetition of English ergonic unit,;, and even in mimlcry of 
tone and pitch. One sha 11 need further to train students 
away fro:n the lnevit8ble tendency to th-'.nk in his own lan-
guage 2nd then translate those thoughts into "'nglish. It wilJ 
;ne<ln drill work before free work. It will ''1ean a tireless 
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effort to prevent the student from having any opportunities 
for inaccurate work until he has reached the stage where 
accurate work is reasonably to be expected. 
The second principle is the principle of psychological 
presentation of the generally recognized procedures of good 
psychology. TheDe are two thE t should be given speci:?.l 
emphasis. The first of these is the elLnination of bewilder-
ment. This car. be acco;nplished in two ways, (1) by giving 
in the cle&rest possible w'ily cert&in fund:;;nent:;l explanations 
whenever there appears to be coufus ion in the mind of the 
student, and (2) by properly gr&ding the instruction. This 
introduces an additiona 1 principle which must be practiced 
in the language class -- the principle of effective articuln-
tion. This requires first of a 11 a selection of ;;ubject 
matter to be presented as a mea us to our a lre& dy aeterm1neo 
ends; second, the organ-~.za tion of the various branches of 
linguistics, phonetics, spell-~.ng, inf lee tions, sentence 
structure and serllllntics 1.n such a way <:s to n~ke each oHe 
con tr,.1.bu te its ,n;> x-~..num to the consuillllla tion de:; 1red w .... thou t 
exaggerating .1.ts ;.mportance; and, th1rd, the arrangement of 
the subject matter by years, months, and weeks in such 
sequence that the student will progres::; by easy stages from 
known to unknown and 2.t a rate of progress increasing in 
proportion to his advancement. 
This means of course that in the beginning, the student s 
progress will be slow; after ten or twenty lessons he ln;l y 
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not seem to hl:lve advunced very far; but if be has been layln 
a good founda tlon he h<.s been doing good work, for it will 
mean that the next stage of his work will be r.ccomplished 
more easily and more rapidly. During the first lessons he 
is not so much learning the language as learning how to 
learn it. During the second period his progress will be 
more r~pid and he will assimilate more of the actual languag-
materia 1, and he will then be learning in such a way that 
the third stage w~ll be still more rapid, and so on through 
subsequent stages; h-'-s rate of progress will increase in 
proportion as he advances. It means also that the lll<lterial 
will be organized and presented in observance of the rules 
of sound psychology. This means, in glittering genera li t~es 
among other things: ora 1 work before written work, recept~on 
before reproduction, oral repetition before reading, immedi-
ate me1nory before prolonged memory, chorus work before in-
dividu<'l work, drill work before free work. Specifically it 
betokens (a) learning to speak and to understand what is 
said before learning to read and write; (b) starting a 
language-course with systematic ear-training and art~culat~o 
exercises; (c) illil king n most extensive use of the phonetic 
transcription, especially in the early stages; (d) teaching 
intonation at a very early stage; (e) me!Jlorizing sentences 
and learning how to construct them, memorizing words and 
learning how to build either inflected forms or deriva tlves; 
(f) inc lud1.ng irreguln r and idioma t~c forms even in the 
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earl:Ler stages; (g) teaching from the outset a rapid n<Jd 
fluent style of pronunciation, reserving more d~~tl.nct utter 
a nces to a 1~. ter stage. 
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CHAPrEii VI 
U\NGUAGE AS AN ART OR SCIENCE 
One now :n·rives nt the final question. Is IsnguPge an 
nrt or a science? 
It is interesting to note in this connection th~ t those 
whose concern is chiefly with the problem of teaching others 
to spe~k s single foreign Iangur.ge, refer to J.<,ugunge as zn 
art, e.g. Francois Gouin.!/ entitles his book, "The A_rt of 
Tea chiug ;:: nd ;Jtudying I;:\ ngua ges." Pa !mer likewise dec lP res 
most emphatically that it is an ~rt. 
Those who are chiefly concerned with 2 study of languag 
from ~n 2nalytical viewpoint, who are desirous of determinin 
origins ~nd of discovering laws of development r,re equally 
forceful in referring to it as a science. Whitney, for ex-
ample, entitles his study, "The Life and Growth of l;lngu2ge 
An Outline of Linguistic Science." 
Likewise Muller entities his study, "Lee tures on the 
Science of I;tngu<' ge. " 
;Jimilr.rly Jespersen3./ says in the first sentence of 
.!1 Frnncois Gouin, The Art of Teaching End Studying lElnguage , 
Longma us, Green & co., -r;onaon-;EngTa-nct,---lmf·r. --'l'HTe~PR-ge:-
2; Otto Jespersen, ~· Ci!·• p. I. 
"The science of language beg<: n, ten t8 ti ve ly 
n nd 2 pproxim:-. tely, when the minds of ;·,Jell first 
turned to proble;ns like these: How .is it ths. t 
people do not sper-k every·where the sr•rae lr..nguap;e? 
How were words first created? Vlhc:t is the reln-
tion between ::1 name and the thing it stands for? 
Vihy is such 2nd such a person, or such 2d1d such 
a thing, called this and not that'?" 
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In order to undcrst~nd these divergent points of view, 
perhnps it were siraplier to let Pa l:t,lel' speal;;: for the "artist" 
group ~.nc1 Muller for the science group. P::lhterl/ declares: 
'~nd yet there exists an rrt, ~e are told, 
in which every one of us has become proficient, 
an ~rt in '.'lhich every man, wo~n, snd child 
throughout the world is a skilful ndept, an art 
whlch has been acquired without any process re-
sembling study, wt thout lee tures or lessons or 
textbooks or theory, without the e;:erc ise of 
our powers of conscious or critical reflection, 
or ann lysis, or synthesis, or generr liz" tion, 
without the giving of our conscious 2ttention, 
without deliberate effort or striving. 
"This art is the art of using the spoken 
and everyday form of any given language. Show 
me the child of three years of age, the madman, 
or the savage who is not an expert at it! 
"There is no question here of rea ding or 
writing the language, but of understanding whr.t 
is said, and of expressing what we wish to sr.y 
by speaking. In genera 1 our intelligence, our 
reasoning powers, our capacities for deduction, 
for ana lysis and synthesis, have counted for 
nothing in the process. 
"L child of two or three years of age can 
use the spoken language appropriate to his age, 
but what does that child know of reasoning? ./',nd 
what is its standard of intelligence? Not enough 
to cause it to realize or understand til<~ t two and 
two make four. And yet that child observes with 
a marvellous degree of accuracy most of the com-
plica ted laws governing his mother-tongue." 
.!1 Palmer, The Principles of Language B_tudy, Yonkers-on-Huds n, 
New York, liD!T;-pp-;--34-38. 
In contrast to thJ.s one rec;ds in Muller..!:.!: 
"li you com;ult the works of the i<lOst dJ.s-
tJ.uguJ.shed modern philosophers you will f1nc that 
whenever they speak of language, they t:l ke 1 t 
for granted that l:lnguage is a human invantiou, 
tiwt words are artificJ.al signs, and that the 
var:~.et1es of hUlillln speech arose from different 
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na t:1ons agreeing on different sounds as the iolOSt 
~ppropriate signs of their d:~.fferent Hieas. This 
view of the origin of language was so powerfully 
advocated by the lea ding philosophers of the l:l s t 
century, tiwt it has retained an undisputed current 
even among those who, on a !roost every >other po.Lut, 
are strongly opposed to the te<lchiug of th<. t school. 
A few vo:J.ces, indeed, have been rr.ised to protest 
l:g<linst the theory of language being or ... gin«lly 
invented by ulan. But they, in their zeal to 
vindicate the divine origin of la ngu<l ge, seem to 
have been carried away so far as to run counter 
to the express statehlents of the BJ.ble. For in 
the Bible 1. t is not the Creator who gives names 
to all things, but Adam. 'Out of the ground,' 
we read, 'the Lora God for.iled every beast of the 
field, and every f ow 1 of the a ir; « nu brought 
the•il unto Ad<:m to see what he would c<: ll theiol: 
<:nd whatsoever Ada,il callecl every lJ.VJ.ng creature, 
that 'was the n~: me thereof.' The genara lly re-
ceJ.veu op.l.n:~.on on the Ol'-~.gJ.n of l<:ngu:o.ge .1.s th« t 
wh:~.ch was helu by Locke, which was powerfully 
ac;vocateu oy Adam '>ulith in his .t:ssay on the UrJ.g;m 
o:i' Language, a ppenoeu to his Treatise on Mo1·a l 
Sentiments, ana >~hJ.ch was a<.lopted with slight 
modifieD tions by Dug<ild Stewart. According to 
them, lil'-11 .uust h<lve lived for a t.1.me ..1.11 a :ota te 
of mutism, his only men ns of COioh>JUnica tion con-
s.i.sting of gestures of the bo<ly, r.nd in the 
changes of counten:cnce, till at l:::st, when ideas 
,aul tip lieu th<• t could no longer be pointed at 
with the fingers, 'they found it necessary to 
invent artificial signs of which the ,,leaning 
was fixed by mutu8l 2greement.' 
"While fully admitting thnt if this the!)ry 
were true, the science of langu;:;ge would not COlole 
within the pale of the physical sciences, I must 
content myself for the present with pointiug out 
that no one has yet explained how, without 
.!/ llluller, op. cit., p. 39-42. 
language, a discussion on the merits of each 
word, such as ;;Just necessarily h2ve preceded a 
mutua 1 agreement, could h::' ve been carried on. 
But :::.s it is the object of these lectures to 
prove that language is not !I work of humlin art, 
in the ssme sense as painting, or building, or 
writing, or printing, and I must ask to be 
allowed, in this preliminary stage, simply to 
enter my protest against a theory, \7hich, though 
still taught in the schools, is nevertheless, I 
believe, without a single fact to support its 
truth." 
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Wheil the doc tors disagree, what is the poor layman to 
do? Vihile this question might suggest an attitude of utter 
hopelessness on the part of the aii!2teur studeiit of langu2ge, 
the situr-tion is not so desperate 2s might zppe~r to be the 
case. In the first place the differences of ch< r:::cteriz<, tic 
are not mutually exclusive, but .. 1erely indicate different 
sngles of approach to the subject. In one sense, la ngua ge 
is a science: it hr. s developed as have other n<, tura 1 pheno-
menz; there are certain definite laws of growth of langu8ge; 
and there are definite relationships of one 1a ngua ge to 
a not her, some of which have a lrell dy been determined (e. g. 
Gl.uam:s Lf<w), and others which remain to be discovered. In 
a not her sense l2 ngur. ge is 2 n art like pe in ting or music. 
The person who learns to play the pia no need not know the 
history of music or the science of physics or even musical 
composition in order to play. He lerrns by practice. On 
the other hand a r.l2n might be able to give expert ins true tic 
in the theory of music and yet be unable to play a note. 
i:iimila r ly with language. A nil' n might be able to speak 2 
language with the facility of one native to that l<.ngu<:ge 
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without ever hP.ving heard of Grimm's ww, merely as n result 
of practice. However, there is the idea 1 situation when 
science beco;ues the hand~ id of nrt and when the linguist 
not merely applies unconsciously those laws which he exploit 
as a result of wh<:t Palmer called his "spont<:neous capaci-
ties of assimilation," but when he also instinctively util-
izes in an a ll.Jost equa 1 degree of uncousciousness those 
learned laws which result from his scientific study of 
language. 
i:>ince apparently language is both art nnd science the 
question now to be answered is what principle for the guid-
a nee of the language teacher is to be derived from this 
fact? In nnswer it may be stated that it gives added suppor 
to many of the principles alrezdy stated, e.g., (1) the ear 
before eye principle, (2) the principle of early beginning, 
(3) the principle of caution in the exploitation of s tudia 1 
capacities. However, one further principle ;.v;y be suggested 
- the principle of minlic and meditate. Islngu2ge ~·san 2.rt 
comes through ;nimicry and imi tc tion. It is possible for <:n 
individual to have JllllStared the art of a given l~:nguage, to 
be able to understand others and to express his own ide::: s 
without h::.viag evens casual knowledge of it as a science. 
For ordinary purposes this ;>Jl". y be enough. If, however, he 
would be able to nn:::lyze the l:lnguage, if he should desire 
to m?ster its niceties, if he wishes to cultivate enjoy;uent 
of its aesthatic for;;ts, then he must study it as a science. 
He must .. ted ita te r2 ther than .niillic • 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE OPINIONS OF CONTEMPOiU RY WRITERS 
With the exception of Dimnet, the authors who h:~ve been 
quoted so far were among the earlier writers on the subject 
of langu:lge, its origins and its development. In more recen 
years, however, a number of others have applied themselves 
to this field of intellectua 1 and psychologies 1 inquiry. 
Among these one may list Suzanne K. I.;.onger, author of An 
In"tx:g~uct~o~to Symboli_c_Logic, Benjamin Lee Whorf, author 
of I.a ~uafl"~~_'!'~()ug_h-t:__~d Reality, Brewster Ghiselin, com-
piler of a collection of essays, published under the title 
of The _(;rea :t_.t,v_e Process, Charlton I.a ird, author of The 
Mirac!~ __ '?!_ -~~~J~:tage, and Mario Pei, author of The :>tory of 
I.a ngua ge. 
Suzanne K. Longer, Introduction_to Sy~~~!~~gic, is 
a difficult and challenging treatise the purpose of which 
she exposes in her Introduction. 11 
"The present work endeavours to be both a 
textbook of symbolic logic and an essay on that 
.!/ Suzanne I.anger, Introduction to Symbolic Logic, Dover 
Publications, New York, New York, 1953, pp. 18-19. 
logic. It is essentiz 1 that the student should 
learn both to 'do' logic, zno to know precisely 
whc t he is doing. Therefore the exposition of 
method is interspersed throughout with discussion 
of the principles and gener~ 1 import of the pro-
cedure. The actua 1 materia 1 presented should 
enable him, 2· t the end of a syste;~ tic course of 
study, to t::ckle the monographic literature of 
symbolic logic, and pursue it either in the 
direction of mathematics, or of pos tul< t~ona 1 
theo17, or of logistic. Furthermore, it shoulJ 
in SOlae ,,1er sure prepare students of philosophy 
to un0el'St<.nd the epister.10logica 1 probler.1s which 
rrise in conte"1porsry philosophy of nature, as 
presented by Poincare, M2ch, "'eiche1o~ch, (.;;rn~p, 
i~ussell, Yihiteheac:, and others. To this enC: it 
e~nphasizes the principles of logicz; 1 cor ...structio~:1; 
the possibilities 2nd limits of forH!Olization; 
equivalent conceptions, funda,;1enta 1 types of 
formulae, criteria of clarity, sLnplicity, general-
l ty, and above a 11, the difference betVIeen fecunu 
nnJ sterile nations. In this counactio11 it seeks 
to sho-.,:; the be~rir.g of logic Oli nc.turr:l scle.nce 
and ph~losophy of ncture. 
In her first chapter, The .... tudy of l'ocns, 
she a~scuci~es te11 topics: 
1. The Importa nee of l'orm. 
2. Logicu 1 Forul. 
3. .:.true ture. 
4. For3 nnd Content. 
5. The V2lue of anc logy. 
6. Abstr2ction. 
7. Concepts. 
3. Interpret<. tion. 
"• The i'ield of Logic. 
10. Logic nnd Philosophy. 
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The fifth of these topics is pnrticul"rly significant, 
for here one finds the c uthor 's view < s to the CO!Hlection 
between thought ~nd l<;ngu:ocge. 
"'"henever \Ve dr<::.·v: a a1agrz.&n., sr-y the ground-
plr.n of a house, or a st1·eet-plan to show the 
location of its site, or a w p, or an isogrr. phic 
chrrt, or a 'curve' representing the fluctw.tions 
of the stock cnarket, we are drawiilg a 'logical 
picture' of something. A 'logic a 1 picture' differs 
from 2 n ordinr' ry picture in th8 t it aeed not look 
the least bit like its object. its relation to 
the object is not that of a copy, but of snDlogy. 
"It is only by analogy thr.t one thing can 
represent another which does not resemble it. 
By r nc. logy, 2 mll p ca n 'mer. n' a c er ta in p 12 ce ; 
and obviously it c~nnot 'mean' any plrce which 
it does not fit, i.e. which has not::. contour 
ana logons to the map. If two things have the 
same logica 1 form, one of them may represent 
the other, and not otherwise. 
"Perhaps the most elaborate structure ever 
invented for purely representative purposes is 
the syntactic~! structure of l<•.ngurge. '>yntax 
is simply the logica 1 forllt of our langu~ ge, 
which copies Bs closely as possible the logical 
form of our thought. To underst<·nd l<ngur:ge is 
to a pprec ia te the ana logy between syu tr c tic a 1 
construct and the complex of ideas, letting the 
former function as " represents tive, or 'logica 1 
picture,' of the lrtter. 
"In order to understand a sentence, it is 
necessary to h2 ve know leJge both of the coa-
stituents and of the particul~r instance of the 
form • • • Thus some kind of know ledge of logica 1 
forms 1 though with most people it is not expli-
cit, is involved in a 11 understs nding of ciis-
course. It is the business of philosophica 1 
logic to extrr:ct this knowledge fro;o~ its con-
crete intlgur~euts, and to render it explicit 
2nd pure._/ 
One particularly notes her declaration that "when we 
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are really thinking, our ideas exhibit ••• a pc.ttern •• 
• • 
It is this pattern which the elabor:o.te IX'ttern of 
langu:::ge reflects." By inference, at le<lst, one rn?y be-
lieve that the au thor considers language 8 s a necessary 
tool in the process of thinking • 
.!I w nger, ibid., pp. 29-32. 
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Chapters .ll ~nd III discuss the Es&entials of Logical_ 
Structure and ~t this point one finds himself considerably 
slowed up as the author begins he1· presentation of soute of 
the sy.nbols which are to be used in these and subsequent 
chapt<>rs. As one continues through the aearly 400 pages of 
the book one is conscious of the fact th2 t one l!lust proceed 
very, very slowly. A few chapter headings u1l: y serve to 
underline this. There is, for exataple, The ~lgebl'a of 
Logic (Chapter IX), from ;;,ymbolic Logic, The Calculus of 
Prop~Ei~ tions (Chn pter XI) from t:.ymbolic Logic, The .1;\,ssump-
tions of Principia Ma the1;u; tica (Chapter Xll) from ;;,y;abolic 
Logic. 
One hopes that at the completion of the perusa 1 of 
this volume one shall h2ve realised the author's hopes when 
she declares: 
"ciymbolic logic is an instrument of ex;:,ct 
thought, both onalytic and constructive; its 
mission, accordingly, is not only to validate 
scientific methods, but also to clarify the 
selllil n tic confusions that beset the populn r mind 
as well as the professiona 1 philosopher at the 
present time. 'Semantics' (blessed word!) is 
in· dire need of responsible ana lysis and skilful 
handling, <cnd sy;nbolic logic is the most effect-
ive preparation I can think of for a front<: 1 
ntt<Jck on the pathetic muddles of modern 
philosophies 1 thought. It bla:;ts natural ••lis-
conceptions with every move, not by a process 
of 'debunking; but by purposeful ~nd lucid 
construction of ideas. 
''Because this book seeks to present in 
clenr, stepwise fashion the elementary con-
cepts of logic, it cannot encompass as much 
technica 1 rna ter ia 1 as other textbooks do. 
But to-day that is not a serious embarrassment, 
because it may be supplemented by a standard 
text. One of the most useful devices now gener-
ally t:1 ught - the construe tion of 'truthta bles' 
to test, the legitimacy of constructs in a truth-
value system- is included in this edition as 
Appendix C. The reading list for further study 
has been brought up to date. For the rest, no 
revisions have been made except to correct errors, 
especially a Jlllljor error in Chapter IV, which 
mysteriously escaped the severa 1 readers of the 
script, and has necessitated a little actual re-
writing. Apart from these details, the book is 
unchanged -- 8 book for the student who has no 
teacher, or for the teacher who has to meet too 
many naive questions for his comfort. As such 
it is still alone in its class, at least for 
English readers; and in the belief that there 
is always a real need for at least one such 
book, I send my Introduction out 2new." 
Benjamin Whorf 's I;J ngua ge, Thought End Ilea li ty is an 
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attempt to determine if the sa me relationship between la n-
guage and thought exists in the case of primitive people as 
in the case of more civilized groups. For purposes of in-
vestigation he compares the language of the Hopi with English 
and decides that the Hopi language shows a higher plane of 
thinking and a more rational rnalysis of situation than 
English. Be thnt as it may the inference is obvious in 
primitive societies 2s well as in the more civilized ones, 
language is the tool of thought. 
In this connection the following may be worthy of con-
sideration:.!/ 
"Our behavior, and that of Hopi, can be 
seen to be coordinated in many ways to the 
.!/Benjamin Whorf, I;Jnguage, Thought an<l __ _l.'eality,Technology 
Press, M.I.T., Boston, Mass., 1956. 
linguistically conditioned microcosm. As in 
my fire casebook, the people act about situ-
ations in ways which are like the ways they 
talk about them. A characteristic of Hopi 
behavior is the emphasis on preparation. This 
includes announcing and getting ready for events 
well beforehand, elaborate precautions to insure 
persistence of desired conditions, and stress on 
good will rs the preparer of right results. 
"Hopi 'preparing' r;ctivi ties show a result 
of their linguistic thought background in 2 n 
emphasis on persistence and constrnt insistent 
repetition. A sense of the cmnula tive v:o:lue of 
innumerable SIW' 11 momenta is dulled by 2 n ob-
jectified, spatialized view of time like ours, 
enhanced by a way of thinking close to the sub-
jective awareness of duration, of the ceaseless 
'latering' of events. To us, for whom time is 
a motion on a space, unvarying repetition seems 
to sea tter its force n long a row of units of 
that space, and be wasted. To the Hopi, for 
whom time is not a motion but c 'getting later 1 
of everything that has ever been done, unvarying 
repetition is not w2sted but nccumul::>ted. It is 
storing up an invisible change th~t holds over 
into later events. As we have seen, it is 2s if 
the return of the d~y were felt :cs the return 
of the s::1me person, a little older but with a 11 
the impresses of yesterday, not as 'another 
day,' i.e. lil•e an entirely different person. 
This principle joined with that of thought-
power ;1nd with traits of general Pueblo culture 
is expressed in the theory of the Hopi ceremonial 
dance for furthering rain and crops, as well as 
in its short, piston-like tread, repeated 
thousands of times, hour after hour. 
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Ghiselin' s The C<·er. tive Process is not a discussion of 
relationship between language and thought but rather~ 
collection of case studies in creative activity in the realm 
of music, philosophy, sculpture and literature, both prose 
and poetry, from the moment of ini tia 1 inspiration to the 
final completion of the creator's creation. 
Thirty-eight persons have contributed to this symposipm 
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in which number one finds such names as Henri Poincn re, 
Albert Einstein, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, John Dryden, Amy 
Lowell and Frederick Neitsche. 
Char 1 ton La ird 's Miracle of Language.!/ is ? rare com-
bin~ tion of scholarship and humor. The following quotH tion 
will serve to illustrate this statement: 
"But whnt happened after the Norman Conquest? 
English survived to become again the offic ia 1 
language in England and a 11 the works written 
in French or La tin, if they any longer had an 
importance, had to be translated into Middle 
English. Obviously most Englishmen must have 
gone right on talking Anglo-Saxon while they 
wrote French. Or at least their wives went 
on talking Anglo-Saxon, and little Athelwold, 
learned Anglo-Saxon as he learned to toddle. 
Little Athelwold's daddy, if he had to sue his 
neighbor, may have sued him in French, and he 
prayed to the Virgin Mary in La tin; but when he 
spanked little Athelwold he spanked him in Anglo-
Saxon, and the evidence that he did is a 11 over 
the language. The words bottom, buttocks, butt, 
and rump n re a 11 from Germanic roots, a long with 
some other terms now considered vulgar," 
One is further indebted to Mr. Laird for a word by 
which to designate a language that is not inflected (our 
own, for example) as contrasted with one that is, such as 
classica 1 In tin. This word is distributive. The author 
uses it to designate ll language in which the meaning is 
made clear not by inflections of nouns and adjectives, for 
example, but rather by the position of the various words 
(the way in which they 8re distributed) in the sentence • 
.!1 Charles Laird, Miracle of Language, World Publishing Co., 
New York, New York-,-192'3;-pp. 47~ 
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Having supplied this useful vocabulary item, he proceeds to 
discuss English grallUllllr at great length and in such a lllllnner 
as to leave the impression that its chief characteristic is 
artificiality and that its authority rests on shaky 
foundations)/ 
"Thus if students of language were to be 
guided only by the logic of the situation, they 
would find themselves neatly spitted on this 
dilellUllll, that stability and change are both 
imperative in a living, serviceable language. 
How can the difficulty be avoided? Surely not 
by a !lowing any Illlln who can print a book to 
decide questions of standards by his own whim, 
n s some comments tors of the eighteenth century 
tried to do, and many authoritarian people 
would like to do yet. Surely not by a ppea ling 
to Latin grammar or to some other supposed uni-
versal grar.unar, There may be universal 
principles in language, but the laws of gra:nmar, 
if they can be ca lied laws, are descriptions of 
what burna n beings do with language. They are 
not pronunciament:c concerning what is 'right' 
and what is 'wrong,' All words and ways of using 
wordS are right if the users of the l::nguage want 
them that w<> y; they are wrong if the users of the 
language do not want them. If they are right now 
they will be wrong when the users of language 
want them no longer, 
"Obviously questions of standards must 
depend upon usage, In language, whatever is, 
is right -provided it 'is' enough so that enough 
people want it th:1t way for a long enough time, 
In short, in his own sma 11 way, every man is 
his own Webster, deciding what language is and 
what it is not. Even more, every woman is her 
own Webster. For as we have seen, the gre:.1 t 
n rbi ters of language are the wo1:1en who speak 
it in the presence of children. There is 2 
theory th2 t men have made a 11 the g;rea t inn o-
va tions in ln ngua ge, Whether or not this 
.!/ L"'lird, ibid., p::;ges 47-49. 
hypothesis is sound -- and there might well 
be women who would point out that the the0~7 
w:Js propounded by a ~n -- there is no 
question as to who preserves the lo.ngu::ge, 
through what medium language is hnnded on to 
the next generation, by whom some l8 ngu<, ge 
is a !lowed to die and other ports saved. 
Mainly, W0111en do it. What the women pass on 
to the next generation is 'right' and what 
they do not bother to pass on to their 
children sooner or later becor.1es 'wrong.' 
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Professor lilirct2:.1 2lso hns £n answer to the question 
concerning the relationship between lr•ngu:::ge ::nd thought. 
"Of such is the kingdom of la ngu<. ge. 
'iii thou t la ngu;:; ge, no humanity. \H thou t 
written lnngua ge, no civilization. .;,o .nuch 
for the past. Need anything be said of the 
present and future? 
"Perhrps the most importr.nt remarks to 
be made about la ngu::: ge in the world we know 
are the obvious ones. But the obvious is 
so;ueL.u1es the most ignored. La ngu<. ge is, a r.d 
since its invention or discovery ;:olwr,ys has 
been, the most import<'nt tool man ever devised. 
ilL n is so;netimes described as a tool-using 
a nh" 1; 1:: ngu<: ge is his basic tool. It is 
the tool c>ore than r. ny other with which he 
Jn:J kes his living, nl9 kes his ho;;1e, JoB kes his 
life. As man beco1nes more r r.~.d l~tore a socia 1 
being, as the '.vor ld becmnes ;,Jore and more 
a socia 1 co;.1::.nuni ty, conL.11Unica tion grows ever 
more imperative. And language is the bas is 
of co.amunication. I;Jnguage is also the instru-
:nent with which y;e Think and thinking is the 
rr rest -,. nd ;nos t needed commodity in the world. 
"But these are generalities. How does 
l<:uguage promote thinking? Very much P s ona 
might expect; since there are two :,1<: in aspect..; 
to 18nguage, .neanings expressed in vocabulcry 
'-':nd relB.tionships expressed in grounar e.r:.d 
rhetoric, language promotes thinking by both 
means. Let us tske the first, :Jrr:ins think 
with VJOrds. Perhaps they need not. ::;upposedly 
.!/ r;, iru, ibid., pp, 213-220. 
if we h1:d no words, we should still be able to 
think. 3u t it is the nature of human bra ins 
that they think so much better with words than 
with any other medium-- with ment<:l pictures, 
for instance, -that, words being available, we 
learn to think with them, nnd rely upon them so 
much that for practica 1 purposes most people 
thin It only a bout things for which they hr: ve 
words and cr.n think only in the directions for 
which they have words. 
"::>orne thinking of a simple sort we can do 
without words, but difficult nnd sustDined 
thinking, presumably, is impossible without 
langm:ge, as traversing the AtlPntic Ocean is 
presum~ bly impossible by swimming. 
"Consider first the size of the voca bul2ry. 
Some of us drag our meager mental existences 
with only the few hundred words that v:e can be 
quite sure VIe have in the banlt; others co:n be 
profligate with tens of thousands. How sharp-
ly our thinking m2y be circumscribed by our 
vocabularies we do not know, but this we do 
know, man does not think with brains alone. 
Psychologists find a closer correlation between 
intelligence quotients and vocabulary tests 
than between intelligence quotients and any 
other kind of test. P·~rtly of course we must 
r. ssume that good brn ins learn large voca bu-
l::l r ies, but pretty clearly, also, good brr: ins 
are in p8rt GOOd brains because they hrve 
l<erge vocabularies to work with." 
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One sees fror.1 the n bove quotation tk t Professor IJl ird 
2. grees with those who believe 1a ngu2 ge is the chief tool in 
the thinking process. 
No less scholarly than Professor wird's Miracle of 
I.r.nguage is l.izrio Poi's Story of I.;anguage • .!/ Professor Pei 
does not characterize language rs the indispens:Jble tool 
of thought but rather as the transmitter of thought • 
... ··- ·------- --·. ---
.!1 Mario Pei, The ;;;tory of L~nguage, The Nel': Lmerican Librar , 
NewYork, HewYork, 1949, pp. !Gland 162. 
·~ 1 though ln ngua ge is the tl·B nsr,tt tter 
of thought, it is not enough to gr~nt it a 
niche among the humanities and leave it 
there to serve as a tool of liter<: ture n nd 
philosophy. Although it has numerous phys i-
ca 1 mr~ nifes trt tions, it is not enough to 
relegate it a~10ng the physical sciences and 
describe it as n br~nch of physics, physio-
logy or anthropology. <\lthough !.t is one 
of the most refined products of the mind, 
it is not enough to view it as a D.ere psy-
chological activity. Language is the sum 
of all these things, and something more. 
It is the conveyor, interpreter Bi1d shc:per 
of llli'\n's social doings, It is all-pervasive. 
It enters into, influences, and is in turn 
influenced by every form of hur,~n activity 
without exception. Its functions 8re as 
numerous as the fields in which huttan in-
getm i ty opeN' tes." 
He further discusses language from the point of view 
of its importance in relation to religion, family life, 
llli'\terinl existence, economic relations, political insti-
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tutions, superstition, intolerance, literature, education. 
A 1 though he nowhere e~:presses the opinion that it is a 
necessn ry tool in the thought pr'lCess he insists that it 
is the indispensable vehicle of all hullllln knowledge and 
the basic found8tion of all hum~n cooperation,without 
which no civilization is possible. He elaborntes this 
declaration as follows: 
"f, 11 hu;na n records whereby the a ccumlll::l ted 
experience of the race is transmitted from one 
individual, one generation, one era, one racial 
group to another appear in some linguistic form, 
spoken or written, carved on wood or metal 
or stone. Even those records which 2re non-
linguistic in the ordinary sense of the word, 
artistic, architectural, musical or even 
gestura 1, must be trans la ted in to terms of 
language to be fully understood. In a broader 
sense, they too form part of la ngu2 ge. 
"But what is even more importBnt, they 
could never have come into being lv'ld l:::n-
gn?. ge not been there to permit that i.ntelli-
gent, full-f !edged cooperation between two 
or more hum<. n beings which is the ve1·y well-
spring of a 11 human progress and which differ-
enti~tes the 1:ctivities of r.Jr,n from those of 
the an inJS 1 world. 
"If people had not been able to communi-
cate with one another, they could not have 
produced the pyramids of Egypt, the Gothic 
cathedrals, the cities of the ancient and the 
modern world. In fact, they could not have 
produced nnything beyond the flint !k'1tchet 
and the bow 3nd arrow," 
In the preceding psges first the discussions of 
lnnguage by the earlier writers on the subject, e.g. 
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Jespersen, Gouin, Sapir, Muller and others, has been con-
sidered, and second the studies by some of the more recent 
authors, e.g. Dimnet, Whorf, ~ird and Pei, 
A question that comes to mind ~y be: Just how much 
have these later writers added to the contributions of the 
earlier writers in the field? 
P. casu~ 1 judgment might give the answer., "Uot a great 
deal!" But this would hardly be fair. Dimnet suggests 
that thought is not dependent on langu2ge, but rnthe1• on 
iri12 ges; Pei insists that language is indispensable, but 
not 8 s <1 tool in the thought process. These two opinions 
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at least invite discussion. Hith these two e;;ceptions, 
however, there seems to be a genera 1 consensus of opinion 
between errlier Gnd later writers that languf<ge is a 
necessary tool in the thinking process. The psychologica 1 
Ppproach of the more recent \;Titers may be .aore essily 
underst2.ndable thsn w::.s that of Muller and Je<>persen, and 
the l8ter writers may have a more popular appeal, but the 
facts set forth by these later writers substantiate and 
strengthen those expressed by their predecessors. The 
later writers substantiate and strengthen those expressed 
by their predecessors. The later writers continue the 
work of the earlier ones, supplementing it and in some in-
stances interpreting it. There will be ~ore of them. 
There is inuch that is edifying, much th::Jt ia entertaining 
in the best sense of the word, still to be said on the 
subject rnd there will be inany a schol::lr who will come 
forth to say it. 
CHAPTER VIII 
3U1!1lt',RY .1\ND CONCLUSION 
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It may be stated, however, that these later writers add 
force to the principles suggested by the earlier ones; and 
by way of cone lus ion it should not be considered in:: ppropr i-
ate for those principles to be recapitulRted here. The 
render may reca 11 them n s follows: 
1. The rmltiple line of approach. 
2. E2r before eye procedure. 
3. Direct Method. 
4. Cautious exploitation of studi2l C8p2cities. 
5. Early beginning. 
6. Concreteness. 
7. i:.ound foundation. 
8. Psychologica 1 presentation. 
9. Effectj_ve c rticuln tion. 
10. i<limic then meditate. 
These are the principles. Possibly there are others 
still to be discovered. It is never safe to declare th2t 
the l2st word on 2 subject hns been said. Even if it 
\'lere, hov.1ever, there rem2 ins much to be suggest2d as to 
hO\V these p:ri:1ciples ~re to be implemented in the sctur.l 
task oi l2ngusge teaching. Teaching mrchine::::, tzpe re-
corders, l8i.1£;U2ge labor2tories r:nd I.B.M. gndgets not yet 
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conceived of mlly r<.dically r.lter classroora procedures in 
the realm of language te2 ching as they r lrea dy have done 
in other fields of education. It is not beyond the realm 
of possibility that there nlil y be devised <- series of exer-
cises to develop the l2 ngua ge a hili ty of young students. 
The preparztion of a set of such exercises with tests on 
their eff lea cy, <, procedure resembling if not paralleling 
that of Professor Frederick L. Callahan in his doctorate 
thesi;:; "ConstJ:uct:;.on and Evaluation of a .:.eries of J;;xercises 
to iJevelop urganiz2tion:e1Ability in Children's <~ritiug" 
might well coasti tute the subject matter of so.ae other 
ambitious young pedagogue's dissertation for the doctorzte. 
l.,t the moment, the present writer does not contempll:cte being 
that r. mbi tious young educator. But who knows whs t ;n<• y 
happen in the next few years? 
In r. ny en se, no one can foresee whr t the future holds 
in this domain. lie ·.vho would make the ;aost of what th~t 
future mry bring must approach it with an open mind, a 
spirit of c onf iden t hope and a readiness to give a fair 
trial to procedures <:ad devices still to be presented, which 
mr y ~ t first seem strr.nge and even unreasonr ble. To quote 
n trite truism, "One never knows w!l<.t one's future holds in 
store for one." This r. lso applies to ter. chers of la ngu8 ge. 
Verba sat sapienti. (Let r: word to the wise be sufficient.) 
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